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Abstract
)
A test loop was designed and fabricated for observing and measuring
pressure drops of two-phase flow in reduced gravity. The portable
flow test loop was then tested aboard the NASA-JSC KC135 reduced
gravity aircraft. The test loop employed the Sundstrand Two-Phase
Thermal Management System (TPTMS) concept which was specially
fitted with a clear two-phase return line and condenser cover for
flow observation. A two-phase (liquid/vapor) mixture was produced
by pumping nearly saturated liquid through an evaporator and adding
heat via electric heaters. The quality of the two-phase flow was
varied by changing the evaporator heat load.
The test lcop was operated on the ground before and after the KC135
flight tests to create a one-gravity data base. The ground testing
included all the test points run during the reduced gravity
testing. Two days of reduced gravity testing aboard the NASA-JSC
KC135 were performed. During the flight tests, reduced-gravity, ,
one-gravity and nearly two-gravity accelerations were experienced.
Data was taken during the entire flight which provided flow regime
and pressure drop data for the three operating conditions. The
test results show that two-phase flow pressure drops and flow
regimes can be accurately predicted in zero-gravity. I
£
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NOMENCLATURE/DEFINITIONS
Abbreviations:
BP_" Back Pressure Regulating Valve
CV Cavitating Venturi
EGW Ethylene Glycol/Water
HTRI Heat Transfer Research Institute *
GPM Gallons Per Minute
RFMD Rotary Fluid Management Device
RII4 Refrigerant 114
SFE Swirl F?ow Evaporator
TPTMS Two-Phase Thermal Management System
* Heat Transfer Research, Inc.
I000 South Fremont Avenue
Alhambra, California 91802-3900
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_, NOMENCLATURE/D_FINITIONS - continued
Equation Variables:
C = Correlational Parameter Developed From Data
Cb = Ratio of Bubble Velocity to Sup_rcritical I
Velocity
Cg = HTRI Flow Regime Parameter
Di = Inner Diameter
r
Fr = Froude Number !
GT = Total Mass Flux
gc = Gravity Constant (one-gravity)
L = Length
P = Pressure
(dP/dx) = Pressure Gradient Assuming Single-Phase Alone
!
Flow
. R_h = Liquid Volume Fraction _i
Re = Reynolds Numbe_
U = Velocity"
We = Weber Number
X = Martinelli Parameter
X' = Mandhane Map Parameter
Y = Quality
Y' = Mandhane Map Parameter
= Void Fraction _
_a = Two-Phase Frictional Pressure Drop i
Multiplier
p = Density i
= Viscosity
U = Surface Tension
_k = Correction Factor
= Correction Factor
x
,
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NOMENCLATURE/DEFINITIONS - continued
,, Subscripts:
= Air
7
_ = Gas
h = Homogeneous
_- 2 = Liquid
_o = Total Liquid Flow
2& = Liquid Superficial
m = Iiumogeneous
tr = Transition
; v = Vapor
Vs = Vapor Superficial
Vo = Total Vapor Flow
T = Total
W = Water
xl
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1.0 Summeryf,,
A te:t loop was designed, fabricated and tested which allowed
two-phase flow observation and pressure drop measurement in reduced
gravity. The test loop employed the Sundstrand Two-Phase Thermal
Management System (TPTMS) concept which was instrumented for flow,
pressure and temperature measurement. Two-phase flow was generated
by pumping nearly saturated liquid into a Swirl Flow Evaporator
(SFE) (Reference i) and adding heat via electric heaters. The S_
exit quality was varied by changing the evaporator heat load.
The test loop was specially fitted with a clear two-phase return
line and condenser cover for flow observation. The clear two-phase
return line _nd condenser were instrumented for precise pressure
drop measurements. The test loop was run on _he ground to generate
one gravity data, and aboard the NASA-JSC KC135 reduced gravity
aircraft to generate reduced-gravity data. The TPTMS test loop
operated as expected during the flight and provided both two-phase
_ flow management and thermal control in reduced-gravity. The
two'phase flow regimes and vapor condensation were documented on
film (Reference 2) _nd by observation through the clear sections.
The ground and reduced-gravity flight data were compared, showing
the differences in two-phase flow in one gravity versus
reduced-gravity conditions. The test results showed that two-phase
flow pressure drops and flow regimes can be accurately predicted in
reduced-glavity using exlstJng two-phase flow predictive
techniques. The data collected from these tests has greatly
increased the present reduced-gravity two-phase flow data base.
The data was correlated to enhance present predictive techniques so
that pressure drops and line sizes for future two-phase flow
applications in zero-gravity can be more accurately predicted.
£
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C_ 2.0 Test Results
Results are presented for both reduced gravity flight tests and
ground tests which were performed before and after the flight
tests. Flicht and ground test results are presented for the
two-phase test section and condenser test section as well as
overall system performance. A schematic of the test loop i_ shown
in Figure 2.0-1. _he two-phase clear test section is shown in
Figure 2.0-2. See Section 5.3 for a detailed description of the
test stand.
2.1 Reduced Gravit_ %est Results
2.1.1 Overview
During the flight test, digital data was taken at 2.5 second
intervals for the data acquisition channels listed in Figure i:
a )
2.1.1-1. For the purpose of data reduction, the digital data was
- averaged after a screening process was used to eliminate gravity _
levels above 0.l-gravity for the flight test. This screening i
process left an average of 7 to 9 data points for each flight '
pa-abola. A numerical average of the 7 to 9 digital data points of )_
each parabola was used to generate a single data point for _
correlation of the test results.
A total of fifty-four parabolae were flown during two days of
testing. On t_ f%rst day, nine SFE heat loads were selected per
NASA requirements and each heat load was fixed for three
consecutive parabolae (Figure 2.1.1-2) for a total of twenty-seven
parabolae. Each heat load provided the required two-phase quality
in the te_t section. The flight profile for the second day (Figure
2.1.1-2) was similar with the addition of three system reduced
gravity operation tests. During each parabola, the flow was
assumed to be constant at the average value measured during the
C
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DATA ACQUISITION CHANNELS
FIGURE 2.I.I-I
CHAN LOC CHANNELNAME UNITS COMMENTS
0 T5 TPSFE 01 DEG F SFE COIL SURFACE TEMP
1 T5 TPSFE 02 DEG F ,
2 T5 TPSFE 03 DEG F
3 T5 TPSFE 04 DEG F
4 T5 TPSFE 05 DEG F i
5 T5 TPSFE 06 DEG F I
6 T5 TPSFE 07 DEG F
7 T5 TPSFE 08 DEG F
8 T5 TPSFE 09 DEG F i
9 T5 TPSFE I0 DEG F !
14 ACCEL X AXIS G FORWARD/REAR •
15 ACCEL Y AXIS G SIDE/SIDE _
16 ACCEL Z AXIS G UP/DOWN :'
17 ACCUMUL POSIT MV
18 N RFMD ROT RATE RPM RFMD SPEED
20 REF PRESS ATMO. PSIA
21 PI RFMD OUT PRESS PSIA EVAP PUMP OUTLET PRESS
22 P3 CAV VEN IN PRESS PSIA
23 P5A EVAP IN PRESS PSIA
24 P5B EVAP MIDPOINT P PSIA SFE OUTLET PRESS
25 P6 TEST SECT. PRESS PSIA TEST SECTION MIDPOINT PRESS
26 P7 CLEAR SECT P PSIA TEST SECTION EXIT PRESSURE
27 P9 COND VAP PRESS PSIA
28 PI2 CONDNSD LIQ P PSIA COND LIQ OUT PRESSURE
29 PI3 RECIRC LIQ PR PSIA _
P17 PSIA BEARING PRESSURE SAFETY
30 /kP3 CAV VEN DELTA P PSID
31 /kP4 EVAPOR DELTA P PSID SFE + CAV. VENT. DELTA PRESS
32 AP6A CURVED T SECT DP PSID #
33 /kP6B ST. T SECT DP PSID STRAIGHT TEST SFCT. DELTA PRESS
34 /kPTA CLEAR SECT DP PSID
35 /kP7B 2PH RETURN DP PSID i
36 /kP8 BK _R DEW R DP PSID BPRV DELTA PRESSURE
37 /kP9 COND DELTA P PSID
40 TI RFMD OUT TEMP DEG F EVAP PUMP LIQUID OUT TEMP
41 T9 COND IN TEMP DEG F COND VAPOR IN
42 T4 EVAP OUTLET TEMP DEG F
43 T3 CAVIT VENTURI IN DEG F i
44 TI0 COND OUT TEMP DEG F
45 TI3 RECIRCUL TEMP DEG F
46 TI5 HEX OUT TEMP DEG F COND WATER OUT TEMP
47 T16 REX IN TEMP DEG F COND WATER IN TEMP
48 Q2 EVAP FLOW RATE GPM
49 QII CON]) FLOW RATE GPM
50 QI4 RECIRC FLOW RATE GPM
51 QI6 H20 FLOW RATE GPM COOLING CART WATER FLOW RATE
QI7 GPM BEARING FLOW SAFETY
52 HEATER NO. 1 PWR WATTS OUTER SFE HEATERS
53 HEATER NO. 2 PWR WATTS INNER SFE HEATERS
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TPTMS REDUCED GRAVITY FLIGHT PROFILE SUMMARY
FIGL_RE 2.I.I-2
Swirl Flow
Parabola Heat Load Evaporator
Number (wa.ts) Exit _Jality Comments
Thursday, April 16, 1987: ! ,
1 - 3 240 05
4 - 6 480 .1 *
7 - 9 720 .!5
10 - 12 950 .2
13 - 15 1330 .3
16 - 18 1900 .4
19 - 21 2800 .6
22 - 24 3800 .8 z
25 - 27 240 .05
Friday, April 17, 1987:
1 - 3 3800 .8
4 - 6 2800 .6
7 - 9 2400 .5
i0 - 12 1330 .3 Condenser recirculation on
13 - 15 950 .2
16 - 18 720 .15
19 - 21 480 .1
22 - 24 1900 .4 Loss of heat rejection test .
25 1900 to 0 .4 ',o 0 Reduced-gravity RFMD shutdown
26 0 to 1900 0 t,, ._ Reduced-gravity RFMD startup
27 1900 .4
* No digital data available
t
i
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parabola. The flow rate varied for two reasons during the course
_ of the experiment. During the flight maneuvers, changing
hydrostatic loadings resulted in a short-term transient in the
evaporator mass flow. This small variation in mass flow is further
discussed in Section 2.1.4.1. Also, the mass flew changed slightly
{ with the heat load, as the cavitating venturi was not fully choked.
The cavitating venturi was sized before the test loop design was
completed. At the time of the test a decision was made not to
d
resize the cavitating venturi and to control the flow by the
throttle valve upstream of the system evaporator. The throttle
valve was set at a position to give approximately 80 percent
quality at the full heat load at design power of the swirl flow
evaporator heater. As the power was reduced, thereby reducing the
effective quality through the adiabatic test section, the mass flow
increased slightly with the changing quality due to the decreased
pressure drops in the two-phase sections. The test results,
however, fell within the predicted range of mass flows and results
could be compared with pretest predictions.
Photographs of the test setup during the flight tests are shown in
Figures 2.1.1-3 to 2.1.1-5.
2.1.2 Two-Phase Adiabatic Test Section
2.1.2.1 Two-Phase Flow Regimes
Observations were made of the two-phase flow test section during
real time by Dr. E. Keshock, and a transcript of his observations
is included in Appendix B. High speed cinematography was also used
to inspect the flow regimes. A list of the films is given in
Appendix E. Figure 2.1.2.1-1 summarizes the observations made of
two-phase flow regimes during this test sequence at different
qualities. These flow regime observations have been summarized to
match those given by Dukler (Reference 3). Dukler's regimes may be
i
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8OF POOR QUALITY
Figure 2.1.1-3 Reduced Gravity Flight Test Aboard
NASA-JSCKC-135
C
!OR!GL_,_&L _,,_, , :.
- J
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Figure 2.1.1-4 Neduced Gravity Flight Test Aboard
NASA-JSC KC-135
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Figure 2.1.1-5 Reduced Gravity Flight Test Aboard
NASA-JSC KC-135
(
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REDUCED GRAVITY FLOW REGIME OBSERVATIONS
FIGURE 2.1.2.1-i
Quality Observed Flow Pattern Description Flow Regime
0.05 Long Taylor bubbles followed by liquid Slug
slugs
0.1 Short Taylor bubbles followed by liquid Slug
segments
0.15 Annular flow separated by liquid Slug/Annular
segments
0.2 Fully developed continuous annular Annular
flow with occasional droplet mist
bridging
0.3 Fully developed annular flow with Annular
thinner film with occasional droplet
mist bridging
0.4 More pronounced annular flow Annular
0.5 Annular/mist Annular
( 0.6 Annular/mist Annular
0.8 Annular/mist (thinner annular film) Annular
1988003235-023
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([;" summarized as bubble, slug, and annular and are shown in Figure
2.1.2.1-2a. A fourth flow regime, mist flow should also occur for
high qualities at large mass fluxes.
Bubble flow is designated when the gas bubbles observed are less
than or equal to the tube aiameter size. The liquid flow is
continuous in this flow regime. Slug flow occurs when bubbles
exist which are greater in length than the tube diameter separated
by regions where liquid completely fills the flow area, even though
this liquid may carry dispersed bubbles. Annular flow occurs when
the liquid never bridges across the tube, but flows in an annular
film along the tube perimeter. The fourth flow regime, mist flow,
should also be considered. For high mass fluxes at qualities near
unity, mist fiow should occur in reduced gravity as it does in
normal gravity. In mist flow, small liquid droplets are dispersed
in the vapor flow. A transi" _un type flow pattern, mist-annular
has been identified for the condition of both mist and annular
phase distributors.
• iUsing this nomenclature, only two of the four flow regimes were
observed in the reduced gravity testing. For qualities below 10
I
percent continuous liquid slugs were interspersed with bubbles of I
high vapor void fraction. These bubbles took the form of classical I
V"Taylor bubbles" which are bullet nosed and boat-tailed and
generally exist in a one-gravity upflow environment, as shown in
Figure 2.1.2.!-2a and -3. Above about 15 percent quality, an
annu!a_ fiLn was observed to exist and liquid never completely
briaged across the tube. In the transition region, between 10 and
15 percent quality, the liquid surface seemed to have an increased
roughness and occasional areas of droplet mist were seen to exist.
This flow pattern is very similar to a churn type flow that has
been shown to exist in other applications in one-gravlty vertical
upflow (Figure 2.1.2.1-3) except flow reversal never was observed
to occur. At the highest qualities tested, mist-annular flow was
observed.
1988003235-024
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. Preliminary investigations of the f_im foctage at higher qualities
indicate that a fifth flow regime may exist in reduced-gravity.
ODservations show considerable thickening of the annular liquid
film compared to ground testing (approximately two-to-one), with
what appears to be a significant vapor phase content. Figure
2.1.2-2b, shows a graphical interpretation, contrasting the flow
patterns of reduced gravity with that of normal gravity. The
"enriched" liquid film tumbles with considerable turbulence and
occasional 'roll-waves', entraining the vapor phase bubbles in a
frothy mixture at the liquid film surface.
The increased film thickness, surface roughness and reduced vapor
core flow area that occurs as a result of this vapor entrainment
may explain the somewhat higher pressure drops than anticipated at
the high qualities as will be discussed in Section 2.1.2.2.
Analytical pursuit of this "frothy annular" flow regime was not
undertaken since it was not within the scope of the contract.
However, it may be worthy of future efforts, both analytical and
experimental.
! The ,,ajor reason for performing the KC135 series of tests was to
generate sufficient reduced-gray _ data that accurate predictions
can be made of pressure drops in a two-phase system for future
! space applications such as space station. Previous data generation
!
indicates that pressure drop tends to increase in reduced-gravity,
presumably due to changes in two-phase flow regime. Thus an
accurate prediction of the reduced-gravity flow regimes in
zero-gravity is important. An element of the data reduction was to
take the observed data and correlate it with anticipated flow
regimes by plotting it on various flow regime maps and ultimately
use this for future predictions with the working fluids and
different geometries, • ,alities and mass fluxes.
• ..... v_T_-,c .- _ ,
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Four different maps for horizontal two-phase flow patterns w,_re
selected. The Taitel and Dukler (Reference 4) and the Heat
Transfer Research Institute (HTRI) (Reference 15) have some
dependence on the gravity field sin=e a "g" term is utilized in the
plotting parameters. The Baker map (Reference Ii) and the modified
Dukler (Reference 3) have no gravity-dependence. The Baker map is
a standard one-gravity horizontal flow predictor while the modified
Dukler map was derived for zero-gravity. The data from the KC135
tests have been plotted on the maps _,ith each data point identified
for the observed flow type and operating quality.
The Taitel and Dukler map, Figure 2.1.2.1-4, utilizes the modified
Froude number plotted versus the Martinel!i perimeter. The
modified Froude number is a measure of the interfacial shear forces I i
as compared to the gravity forces in the fluid and is defined by: _
Fr = Gt _/4(_- jOv)_v g Di
Where:
Gt = is the total mass flux
y = quality
Di = tube diameter.
j3 = Liquid Density
/Ov = Vapor Density
g = Gravity i
The Martinelli parameter, X, is the ratio of the llquid pressuie
drop flowing alone in the tube to the gas press,_re drop flowing
alone in the tube. The Martine!li parameter is given by:
X = (dP/dx)n
(dP/dx) v
1988003235-029
(:- Where:
! (dP/dx_ = Pressure gradient assumin9 the liquid is
i, flowing alone
-i
(dP/dx) v = Pressure gradient assuming the vapor is
} flowing alone
An transition this flow is transitionimportant on regime map the
between annular type flow and slug flow. It was shown by Taitel
and Dukler (Reference 4) to occur where <he value of the Martinelli
parameter is 1.6. This transition is expected to be a gradual one
since it is not possible to distinguish between a highly aerated _
slug and an annular flow with large roll wa_,es.
Using visually observed flow regimes for reduced gravity testing,
the boundary between slug and annular flow correlates well with the
_ Taitel and Dukler transitional Martinelli parameter of 1.6 as can
.- be seen by referencing to Figure 2.1.2.1-4. The quality at which
ill= =ra_._ition was expected to occur can be found by substituting
the liquid and vapoz d_nsities _nd viscosities into the definition
of the Martinelli parameter. With rearrangement,
{
2
y (slug/annular transition) = :.
1/{[1.6 [p_//gv )0"5 (_v/_i)0"111"1+1}
Where: _v = V_por Viscosity
i
p
using the average conditions of the reduced gravity data, this
reduces to transition quality value y = 0.1125. This value of
quality corresponds well with the actual value observed for the
flow pattern transition.
(
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REDUCED-GRAVITY TAITEL AND DUKLER FLOW REGIME MAP 19
!!" FIGURE 2.1.2.1-4('
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Modified Taitel & Dukler
L. (fi = 3fg , Proposed by KawaJi et al(Reference 13)
Tandom et al (Reference 14)
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_ The transition between annular and mist flow on the Froude vs.
Martinelli flow regime map should occur when the amount of liquid
carried as a droplet mist exceeds the amount of liquid flowing in
-_ the liquid film along the pipe wall. For the range of datai
observed in the KC135 f]ight tests, annular flow persisted even to '
the highest qualities tested with a fairly uniform liquid film
around the entire tube perimeter but also with significant mist
i f_w in the vapor core Thus the Taitel and Dukler flow regime map i
seems to provide a good fit of observed flow regimes with
predictions in reduced-gravity, i
Figure 2.1.2.1-5 shows the Heat T_ansfer Research Institute (HTRI) _
flow regime map with the reducec gravity data plotted on the map.
, HTRI flow regime maps are plot_ of a parameter, Cg, versus the
_} homogeneous liquid volume fraction R_h. HTRI, a member proprietary
_! group, has formulated a dimensionless parameter Cg which is similar
:_ to the Froude number. It represents the relative importance of the
: gravity force as compared to the vapor shear forces.
The homogeneous liquid volume fraction is defined by:
; R_h = 1 - _h
where: _h = Homogeneous void fraction
The homogeneous liquid volum_ fraction is computed assuming the two
phases to be flowing at the same velocity, ii
,# For the HTRI map, the important transition is at the homogeneous
J liquid volume fraction value of 0.1. Below this point the
interspersed type bubble flows give way to an annular type flow !
i designated as a froth on the flow regime map. The basis for this
flow rugime transitlo_ criteria is that the bubble population
" density can only reach approximately 0.9 void fraction without the
bubbles coalescing and forming a continuous vapor core flowing down
the center of the tube.
i
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When the data is plotted on the HTRI flow regime map, the
anticipated flow regimes would be mist/froth flow changing to
bubble flow at a quality of 20 to 25 percent. The observed flow
regimes were actually annular, passing through a transition zone to
slug flow as quality is reduced. It can be seen that a
modification of the location of the transition line on the
ordinate, in terms of C would provide an excellent fit to the
g
data. When these transition boundaries were altered, the HTRI
pressure drop algorithm, which is flow regime dependent, correlated
well with the test data. This modification is probably valid since
the HTRI map was generated from data for horizontal condensation
rather than adiabatic flow.
The third map that was investigated is the Baker type map (Figure
2.1.2.1-6) as presented by Bell in 1970, (Reference ii). This
empirically derived horizontal flow map relates the vapor and
liquid mass fluxes which have been corrected for property effects.
The two-phase test data was primarily generated using a_r and water
mixtures, but some data was generated using oil and gas mixtures.
To account for the differences in properties using the map for
other than air and water at one atmosphere, correction factors
and were developed. These parameters are defined by:
_ =I_g /O_ >0"5/Oa /O-w
Where ._ , C'and _ represent the density, surface tension and
/
viscosity, the subscripts g and X represent the gas and liquid
L4
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._ phases, and the subscripts a and w represent the values for air and
water at atmospheric conditions. Clearly 5\ and _ are unity for
air-water flows at one atmosphere. For the RII4 at the average
test conditions these property correction factors are quite large,
with _=7.3 and _ =3.1.
This map is based on a one-gravity empirical correlation and has no
explicit gravity dependence. However, it can be seen that a
relatively good fit of reduced-gravity data was obtained with a
transition from annular to slug occurring at qualities somewhat
lower than expected. It will be shown in Section 2.2 that a very
poor fit was obtained for one-gravity testing, where this map
should be appropriate.
I
Finally, the KC135 flight data was plotted on the modified Dukler
flow regime map, shown in Figure 2.1.2.1-7. This map was
specifically derived for reduced-gravity two-phase flows, and has
been developed from air-water data from drop tower and Lear jet
experiments (Reference 5). The transition boundaries are partially
derived from phenomenological reasoning rather that purely
empirical data. -The flow transition between bubble and slug flow
is based on the coalesonse of smallez bubbles into slugs. For
homogenous flow of the vapor bubbles within the liquid, the
bubble/slug transition would occur at a quality of 2.5%, lower than
that tested.
The transition from slug to an annular flow pattern is based on the
physical models of each type of flow. When the void fraction of
the slug flow model matches the apparent void fraction of the
annular flow model, the transition is assumed to take place.
The void fraction for annular flow can be determined knowing the
phase velocities and using correlations for the interfacial and
1988003235-036
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wall friction factors. For this analysis, the interracial shear
stress suggested by Wallis (Reference 6) was utilized.
Flow visualization studies can be used for determining the void
fraction in slug flow. The reduced gravity film footage was
inspected and it was observed that the velocity of the bubbles is
the same as the liquid slugs. The bubble velocities can also be
measured from the films and related to the total overall i
superficial velocities, calculated from the test data. This
relationship can then be used to determine the void fraction of the
slug flow, and thereby the transition boundary to annu1_r flow.
The empirical constant used for this analysis, Cb, is defined by: j_
Cb = Ub/(Uvs + URs)
Dukler has determined that the bubble velocity is 20 percent
greater than the superficial mixture velocity for his air-water _i
testing (Cb = 1.2). Using the RII4 properties and this value for
Cb, no transition boundary exists as the void fraction from the
slug model is always higher than the annular value. A study was
made to measure the ratio of the bubble velocity to the overall
i superficial velocity of the phases. Preliminary measurements for
the Taylor bubble velocities from the films indicate that Cb ranges
from 0.94 to 1.13 with an average value of abcut 1.012. Using a :i
value of Cb = 1.012, the transition quality between annular and
slug wo_id be 8.2%, which is less than the observed transition i f
quality. Transition lines are plotted in Figure 2.1.2.1-7 for i i
various values of Cb. It can be seen that the use of a value of Cb
= 1.058 most closely matches the observed trlnsition from slug to
annular flow. From observations of the flow and the fact that the
liquid slugs appear relatively clean of smaller bubbles, it can be
presumed that for our testing the bubble velocities were much
closer to the overall superficial velocity. Thus more homogeneous
flow is presumed to exist as compared to air-ware: testing. This
.' _,l._"_" ._
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makes physical sense in that the density ratio of the R±I4 system
is roughly thirty times less than the air-water system tested in
the NASA-LeRC drop tower and Lear jet experiments (Reference 5). \
In conclusion, two flow regimes were observed in the
reduced-gravity testing, slug flow and annular flow. Bubble flow
would be expected at lower qualities than those tested and the
transition from mist-annular to mist would occur at higher
qualities than those tested. The boundary between slug and annular
flow was best predicted by the flow map of Dukler and Taitel
(Reference 4), and the reduced-gravity map of Dukler, with the
modified value of Cb = 1.058. It should be noted that these
predictive methods are essentially identical.
2.1.2./ Pressure Drops i
Averaged test data of measured pressure drop versus quality for a
variety of mass flows is shown in Figur_ 2.1.2.2-1 for the straight
test section and Figure 2.1.2.2-2 for the curved test section
during reduced gravity testing. The data points from flight test
date April 16 are shown as circles and those of flight April 17
shown as squares.
Prior to the flight tests, HTRI techniques were used to predict :
pressure drops at varying mass flows, which are represented by
dashed lines in Figures 2.1.2.2-1 and 2. £_cb test data point is
connected to the predicted pressure drop (indicated by a triangle)
for those actual test conditions by a line whose length represents
both the error in the predictive method and error in t_,_
experimentally determined pressure drop. The pressure drops were
somewhat higher on the second day of testing as compared to the
first day of testing. The agreement between predicted pressu_
drops and those experimentally measured is, in general, excellent.
The best agreement occurs in the middle quality ranges from
] 988003235-039
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qualities of 0.3 to 0.6. At the very low qualities where the
experimental accuracy of the pressure transducers is limited, the
, measured pressure drops were lower than the predicted values. In
some cases, the experimentally measured pressure drops were lower
_A
than calculated pressure drops that would occur for liquid flowing
:_! alone in the tube at tz_at same mass velocity which obviously is not
feasible. The HTRI method tended to under-predict the pressure
drops in the high qual)ty regions.
For a given total mass flow rate, the pressure drop is expected to
increase with increasing quality, as long as a liquid film annulus
is maintained on the tube wall. At very high qualities (higher
than these tested in this experiment), it is presumed that the
liquid would not continuously wet the wall but be carried as a
droplet ,aist and the pressure drop would decrease with increasing
quality. Under these conditions, a homogeneous flow model would be
appropr)ate.
Since the HTRI model tended to under-predict p_essure drop at high%.
qualities, it was adjusted so that an annular type formulation was
; used for the high quality pressure drops. The results are plotted
in Figure 2.1.2.2-3 and 2.1.2.2-4. The correlations used in these!
"_ figures are the same as those used for the pretest predictions,
/ however, the transition point between the annular and mist
correlations has been adjusted. For the purposes of this report,
this technique will be called the wet wall modified HTRI method.
The correlation includes a two phase multiplier applied to the
J
nressure drop of the liquid flowing alone in the tube. This
formulation is appropriate whenever an annular liquid film is
_resent and represents an active shear transport mechanism. From
observations of the high speed films generated in these tests a
turbulent liquid film persisted even at the highest qualities
tested near 90 percent.
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The test predictions for the curved section include the friction_
pressure drop of the straight sections preceding and following the
curved section as well as the frictional pressure drop in the ii0 °
arc flex line. Chisholm type B and C correlations (Reference
Appendix C) were used for the curved section and the HTRI method I
was used for estimating the straight sections. The measured
pressure drop shows a higher degree of repeatability for the curved
section compared to the straight section. !
A statistical analysis was performed for 45 representative data
• points taken for the straight section. Several pressure drop
1 predictive techniques (Appendix D) were employed over the range of
qualities and flow conditions observed. Figure 2.1.2.2-5 shows a
compilation of all the acceptable (less than 0.I g) reduced gravity I
i pressure drop data along with the deviation from prediction for the ! _'
4 following predictive methods. _ _
o Wet Wall Modified HTRI
o Lockhart - Martinelli
o Modified Lockhart - Martinelli
o Friedel
' o Chisholm B-type
/ o Homogeneous
o Taitel and Dukler Stratified
o Chisholm Stratified
o HTRI (unmodified)
I
Figure 2.1.2.2-6 shows the mean sample errors and standard
deviation for these methods using the 45 data points. Flow charts
of some of these formulations are given in Appendix D.
Of these methods, only the Friedel (Reference 7) and HTRI are
sensitive to the gravity level. The HTRI method correctly predicts
that the pressure drops will increase during zero-gravity while the
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Friedel pressure drop prediction decreases slightly in reduced
_" gravity. As can be seen in Figure 2.1.2.2-6, the wet wall modified
HTRI and Friedel methods correlate with the data best. The wet
wall modified HTRI model under-predicts on an average of 3.5
percent with a standard deviation of 28 percent. The Friedel
method also under predicts but has larger standard deviations.
Scatter plots showing the predicted pressure drop versus measured
test pressure drop for the HTRI, Friedel and wet wall modified HTRI
models are shown in Figures 2.1.2.2-7,8 and 9. It can be seen that
the wet wall modified HTRI model provides good correlation for the
complete range of quality tested.
During the reduced-gravity testing, two flow regimes, slug and
annular, as well as the slug/annular transition were observed. At
low qualities, Taylor bubbles followed by fairly quiescent liquid
slugs in an intermittent slug type flow were seen. At the higher
qualities, annular flow was observed. The transition line between
these two flows has been identified and shown and plotted in Figure
2.1.2.1-7. "The modified Dukler flow regime map is the best map
available for predicting the slug to annular transition in
reduced-gravity. The measured pressure drops were in very good
agreement with existing predictive models for both the annular and
intermittent flow. It is recommended that the wet wall modified _
HTRI or Friedel correlations be used for predicting pressure drops
in the straight section and the Chisholm B and C (Appendix C) type
equations be used for predicting the pressure drops in curved
sections and flow discontinuities.
2.1.3 Condenser Test Section
The Sundstrand condenser design uses multiple parallel flow
channels tapered in the direction of axial flow to maintain shear
flow vapor velocities over the length of the conder_er (Figure
2.1.3-1). By maintaining shear flow conditions, a stable
condensing front is established and noncondensible gas is swept
__ through the condenser and back to the cold end of the RFMD. Also
®
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the positive pressure drop associated with the shear flow condenser
eliminates flow instabilities such as oscillatory flow and run back
i from occurring within the condenser.
I
I Preflight predictions of the condenser performance in reducedgravity were carried out using an extensive analytical model of the
condenser. The model considers the frictional pressure drops, the
i momentum pressure gain associated with the higher velocity vapor
t
'_ condensing to a liquid film and the hydrostatic pressure drops that
occur in a gravitational field. Heat transfer and pressure drop
are computed for local conditions in each of 20 axial length
! increments used in the modeling program.
<
The pressure drop in the condenser is a very strong function of the
Iactive condensing length within the condenser. At design point,
most of the condenser is predicted to operate in the annular flow
regime with condensation occurring over the entire axial length.
If the coolant flow is increased or its temperature decreased,
condensation will be completed earlier in the condenser with a
significant amount of subcooling heat transfer being done. When
the condensing length is shorter than the design condition, the
, overall condenser pressure drop is significantly reduced because of
the lower liquid velocities as compared to vapor velocities.
/
Pressure drops and heat transfer performance parameters were
recorded dL_ring the flight profiles and the ground testing. The
data taken in the reduced-gravity environment was complicated by
liquid which accumulated in the lower sections of the vapor line
between the RFMD and condenser during the high-gravity portion of
the flight. Upon entry into reduced gravity this accumulated
liquid volume was released and flowed in an intermittent type
pattern into the condenser inlet. This represented an apparent
decrease in the inlet quality to the condenser with an increase An
its overall mass flow. Visual observations of the condenser during
the flight are presented in Appendix A.
1988003235-053
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_ 2.1.3.1 Liquid Carry-over
An analysis was performed to estimate the amount of liquid a
carry-over for use in the data correlation. The volume of the
liquid carry-over was estimated by integration of the condensed !
liquid flow rate versus time for various parabolae at different
_vaporator qualities. This process is illustrated in Figure
2.1.3.1-1. Figure 2.1.3.1-ib shows the increased condensate liquid
flow rate during periods of reduced gravity for zero-gravity
parabolaes numbered i, 2 and 3 on April 17. The first three
!
parabolaes performed on April 17 were run at the 85 percent
evaporator outlet quality condition. The amount of liquid carry !
over generally decreased from one parabola to the next as the
liquid volume within the vapor line was flushed through the
condenser. Figure 2.1.3.1-2 summarizes the results of the analysis !
to determine the amount of liquid carry-over into the condenser, i
I Four possible sources for the liquid accumulation volume have been ,
iaen_llled. The first potential source of the liquid carry over
would be a thermodynamic wetting of the vapor as it flows from the
: RFMD through the back pressure regulating valve (BPRV) into the
condenser. Some fluids fall [,_Lv _h= _acura_lon dome and upon
adiabatic pressure drop undergo spontaneous condensation or _,
wetting. This characteristic occurs if the saturation line has a
negative slope when plotted on the enthalpy pressure diagram. RII4 i
does not exhibit this wetting characteristic and therefore the
saturated vapor exiting from the RFMD will superheat upon adiabatic
pressure drop. It is noteworthy that this phenomena of adiabatic
superheating upon pressure drop also occurs in ammonia.
The second source of the liquid carry over was identified to be the
BPRV servo flow. This continuous flow of 0.02 gpm would result in
\
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approximately 5 cubic inches being accumulated in the inlet
( plumbing for every minute of the normal or high gravity conditions.
Th_s represents a significant fraction of the carry-over liquid
observed (Figure 2.1.3.1-2). The amount of liquid carry over due
to the BPRV servo flow would be proportional to the time spent
between reduced-gravity parabolae until the volume limit that the
plumbing could accommodate in stratified flow is reached. Once
that limit was reached, slugging would start to occur, and no more
liquid would accumulate.
A third potential source of the liquid carry over volume could be
due to incomplete demisting of the condenser vapor flow. Liquid
droplets could be carried out with the vapor stream through the
higher velocity flow passages within the _FMD. In the relatively
large vapor line (3/4 in diameter), the flow would tend to stratify _
and accumulate. It would be expected that the carry over volume
for this mechanism of liquid transport would be effected by the
overall vapor flow r_te. More liquid droplets would be carried
during a high heat load condition where the vapor v_locities are
higher. The April 17th data shows a higher carry-over mass flow
for the high quality, higher vapor flow condition. This is not
evident from the April 16th data because the test stand was run for
an extended time at low heat load prior to the test allowing a
longer accumulation of time.
The fourth potential source of the liquid carry-over volume could
result from condensation in the vapor transport line. Previous
heat loss models showed that only approximately 25 watts of heat
loss were expected in the vapor transport line. This small heat
loss results in a condensation rate of 0.6 in3/min., a small
fraction of the total carry-over volume observed. Even if the heat
loss estimates are off by a significant factor, the carry-over
liquid volume due to condensation would be small. Therefore, this
mechanism can be dismissed.
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( It should be noted that this additional liquid flow observed during
the flight test did not effect the condenser or system performance
except for the increased condenser pressure drop.
2.1.3.2 Simulation of Condenser Test Results
Using the reduced gravity test data with the carry over volume
taken as an additional liquid burden on the condenser, an
analytical simulation of the condenser operation was performed for
parabola number 24 on April 16th. Figure 2.1.3.2-1 summarizes the
results.
The analytical model was adjusted to match the conditions for
ethylene glycol (EGW) flow rate and the inlet temperatures for both
RII4 and EGW. The condenser heat transfer was 3300 watts based on
the coolant mass flow, specific heat, and temperature rise. Using
the total RII4 flow rate, the observed RII4 inlet temperature and
outlet enthalpy based on the exit temperature, 5000 watts of heat
rejection was estimated. _his poor heat balance is du_ to
inaccuracies in measured flow rates, the transient effect of the
liquid carry-over and the transient effect of the changing coolant
flow rate which dropped during the reduced-gravity conditions due
to cooling cart pump cavitation. It can be seen from Figure
2.1.3.2-1 that the measured pressure drops between the test
condition and the simulation number one are in fair agreement
despite the poor heat balance.
The measured pressure drop on the RII4 side of the condenser was
lower than predicted due to a radial clearance between the acrylic
condenser cover and the aluminum fluted tube (Figure 2.1.3-1). The
radial clearance between the parts was due to the clearance
required for assembly of the condenser and the thermal expansion
caused by the temperature difference between the acrylic which is
close to the RII4 temperature and the aluminum which is at ethylene
glycol temperature. During operation, the r_dial clearance could
II
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be as much as 0.0075 inches and this would result in a pressure
drop over-prediction. The clearance was corrected for in the
i
simulation number two by altering the condenser flow passage from a
rectangle to a "T" shape to compensate for the clearance. Th13
pressure drop correlates well with the data.
i The majority of the resistance to heat flow exists on the coolant
side of the heat exchanger. Based Gn the coolant flow rate and
temperatures measured in the flight experiment a heat transfer
coefficient of 193 BTU/hr/ft2/°F is expected. This value was
calculated using the standard Dittus-Boelter type equations for
single phase flow in tubes (Reference 8). As a check of the
validity of the analytical tools the heat transfer coefficient in
the condenser model was then adjusted until the measured thermal
performance of the heat exchanger was simulated. By comparin_ the
heat transfer coefficient necessary in the simulation to that
expected during testing, the validity of the thermal model can be
tested. For the 85 percent quality case tested, a "simulation"
heat transfer coefficient of 227 BTU/hr/ft_/°F was necessary." This.
is in fairly close agreement with the value of 193 BTU/hr/ft2/°F
calculated from the test conditions for that flow geometry.
A _,milar comparison was performed for the ground test conditions
of high heat load. The heat transfer coefficient during the test
run was calculated to be 186 BTU/hr/ft2/°F for the measured flow
and temperature heat sink. A simulation value of 234 BTU/hr/ft2/°F
was necessary to correlate the test. Profiles of the RII4
temperature, EGW coolant temperature and wall temperature are shown
as a function of len9 h for the ground test in Figure 2.1.3.2-2.
In conclusion, the condenser test results were complicated by two
factors. These were liquid carry-over resulting from liquid which
pooled in the vapor lines during the gravity condition which was
released into the condenser in reduced-gravity and unsteady coolan_
1988003235-060
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(EGW) flow to the condenser due to pump cavitation. This resultedI:
in transient operation of the condenser for every reduced-gravity• test point. The liquid pooling problem would not present
_I difficulties during continuous zero-gravity operation. Despite
these problems, simulation of the test results allowed reasonablepr sure drop correlations to be obtained.
2.1.4 System Operation i
The primary objectives of the KC135 flight tests were to expand the
two-phase flow regime and shear flow condenser data bases. In
accomplishing these objectives, the components of the Sundstrand
_ Two-Phase Thermal Management System (TPTMS) concept were !_
1_ demonstrated to be unaffected by the variable gravity environments
_i experienced during the KC135 flight profiles.
._ The following section contains a brief overview of the TPTMS
response to the KC135 flight profiles and a discussion of the three
transient'tests performed to demonstrate the system response to
abnormal operating conditions.
2.1.4.1 Sundstrand TPTMS Response to a Reduced-Gravity Fli_ht
Profile
2
During the reduced gravity test flight, the system was subjected to
a gravity field which varied from reduced-gravity to about
two-gravities. The reduced gravity flight profile shown in Figures
2.1.1-2 shows the magnitude and duration of the gravity level
during the flight Any system which is flown on a reduced gravityi
_ flight similar to this must operate independently of the gravity
i level.
Figures 2.1.1-3 to 2.1.1-5 show the test stand installed on the
KC135. As can be seen, height differences exist between test stand
] 988003235-062
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components as dictated by the physical layout of the hardware.
Height differences in liquid lines cause pressure changes in the
i
i system which are gravity dependent. Throughout the flight test,
the TPTMS continued to operate with no adverse effects due to the
changing gravity field or airplane attitude.
!
: As the transition is made from hyper-gravity to reduced gravity,
!
the system reacts to the lack of gravity heads due to heightdifferences. The accumulator begins to fill with liquid (Figure
2.1.4.1-1) because the level probe is no longer pumping against the
: gravity head created by the height differences between the RFMD and
I
.I accumulator. This trend is reversed when the reduced gravity
i
period ends and the transition to hyper-gravity is made. The
overall trend of Figure 2.1.4.1-1 shows an increase in accumulator i
position which is a result of the increasing heat load displacing I
liquid in the system plumbing.
J
As the accumulator fills, the height of the fluid annulus in the
RFMD is reduced. The reduction in RFMD liquid level causes a
slight drop in flow to the evaporator and a slight drop in pressure
(Figure 2.1.4.1-2a and 2.1.4.1-3). The drop in pressure is small
since a majority of the evaporator pitot outlet pressure is a
result of the regulated vapor pressure. The evaporator pitot flow
decreases proportionally with RFMD liquid level. In addition, the
SFE mass flow changes with heat load because the cavitating venturi
is unchoked (Figure 2.1.4.1-2b).
The liquid pressure at the inlet of the cavitating venturi and SFE
increases as the zero-gravity period begins (Figure 2.1.4.1-4).
The pressure increases slightly because the measurements were taken
at a high point on the loop. In a gravity field, the liquid
pressure in a hydraulic system decreases with height so an increase
in pressure will be indicated at high point when the gravity is
reduced.
\
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i
The Swirl Flow EvaT'- %tor (SFE) performance improved in the reduced
gravity field. The coil surface tempe ature went up in the high
gravity field and down in the reduced gravity field. Figure
2.1.4.1-5. At low qualities, the change in surface temperature was
minimal and at high qualities the change was ambient +/-l°F. The
reduction in temperature, during the reduced gravity period, is i
attributed to the improved fluid contact with the coil as expected.
Conversely, the increase in temperature during the hyper-gravity
period is due to partial stratification of the liquid and vapor in
the SFE which reduces the effectigeness of the evaporJ.tor.
2.1.4.2 System Transient Tests
!
Three system level reduced gravity transient tests were performed
4
during the flight test: loss of system heat rejection reduced
.|
, gravity RFMD shutdown and reduced 9ravity RFMD startup. These
tests demonstrate the ability of the TPTMS to accommodate potential i
operating modes which could be encountered in zero-gravity
operation.
The loss of system heat rejection was performed to demonstrate the
effects of temporary loss of cooling from the TPTMS condenser. The
test was performed by reducing the coolant flow to the condenser to i
zero while the test stand was being operated at about half the !
maximum design heat load (1900w). The condenser coolant was
shutdown just prior to performing three consecutive reduced gravity
maneuvers (Figure 2.1.4.2-1). As expected, the RFMD drum pressure
increased (Figure 2.1.4.2-2) and the condenser interface was driven
out of _he condenser raising the temperature of the flow exiting
the condenser (Figure 2.1.4.2-3). The mass flow rate to the SFE
T
was not significantly affected (Figure 2.1.4.2-4). Upon completion
of the three reduce4 gravity maneuvers, the coolant to the
_, condenser was restarted and the system quickly returned to normal
operation.
t
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m
i_ ] (_, _e purpose of the reduced gravity _D shutdown and startup testswas to demonstrate the ability of the _ t perform in a reduced
_' gravity environment and monitor the system response. The test was
i_ performed by shutting off the RFMD motor power at the beginning of
_l a reduced gravity period and restarting the RFMD at the beginning
h!/_ of the next reduced gravity period (Figure 2.1.4.2-5). Ast
_/ expected, when the RFMD was shutdown the SFE liquid flow rate wenti down (Figure 2.1.4.2-6) and the evaporator pump outlet pressure was
.--i_l_ reduced (Figure 2.1.4.2-7). When the RFMD was restarted, the
system quickly reestablished normal operating conditions.
The entire test stand was inadvertently shutdown when one of the
KC135 crewmen disabled a power supply. The power supply was
"_ reconfigured in about ten minutes and a hot system restart was
=
.= executed. The system restart was normal and without incident.
' The system level reduced gravity transient tests were all
_ successful. They demonstrated that the system operates as expected
-_ (,_ adverse conditions and can be expected to perform well for
2- continuous use in reduced gravity.
2.2 Ground Test Results i
2.2.1 Overview
Ground testing was performed both before and after the KC135
reduced gravity flight tests. Preflight tests verified the
.k acceptability and suitability of the flight test plan. Post flight
,. ground tests provided one gravity data which was equivalent to the
reduced gravity data. Ground testing utilized the same test setup,
photographic techniques, and test conditions that were utilized in
k_'! reduced gravity. Photographs of the ground test setup are shown in
Figures 2.2.1-1 and 2.2.1-2.
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C) 2.2.2 Two-Phase Adiabatic Test Section
2.2.2.1 Two-Phase Flow Regimes
Ground test flow regimes observed both in real time and from high
speed films were different from those predicted. These are
summarized in Figure 2.2.2.1-1. Stratified flow generally occurred
for most of the lower qualities tested, giving way to a semiannular
stratified transition at the 80 percent quality. At the higher
qualities, annular flow was expected to occur with transition into
slug flow at the lower qualities. This _a_ be seen by looking at
the Taitel and Dukler, HTRI, Mandhane and revised Baker flow regime
maps plotted in Figures 2.2.2.1-2, 3, 4 and 5 for the ground
testing.
On the Taitel and Dukler map shown in Figure 2.2.2.1-2 boundaries
prescribed by Taitel and Dukler (1976), by Sardesai et al
(Reference 12) for in-tube condensation and by KawaJi (1987)
{Reference 13), all show that annular flow should exist for toe
range of qualities tested. The observed test data follows the
transition line between annular and stratified wavy with changing
quality. Inspection of the HTRI map, Figure 2.2.2.1-3 also shows a
discrepancy between observed and predicted one-gravity flow
regimes. Annular, semiannular and slug flows were expected.
Discussions with HTRI indicated that the map is more appropriate
for in-tube condensation where liquid is deposited on the wall and
is not necessarily valid for adiabatic flow.
The last two maps presented contain factors to account for fluid
property variations, and therefore the figures drawn are specil.c
to Rl14. The Mandhane map, shown in Figure 2.2.2.1-4 has its flow
regimes boundaries drawn specific to the fluid properties, whereas
the Baker map, Figure 2.2.2.1-5 has the data points modified by
fluid property parameters. Baker's fluld parameter, _ and _', are
1988003235-081
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defined in Section 2.1.2.1 and the Mandhane map is modified by the
_ X', Y' paramete°s. These are defined by:
,:
Where/O , o, and _ represent the density, surface tension and
viscosity, the subscripts g and _ represent the gas and liquid
phases, and the subscripts a and w represent the values for air and
water at atmospheric conditions. For the Rl14 at the average test
conditions, these property =orrection factors are quite large, with
X' = 5.26 and Y' = 1.25.
The Mandhane map correctly identifies the stratified flow regime
but fails to identify the annular flow pattern. The Baker map
t correctly identifies the annular and slug flow patterns but fails
- to identify the stratified flows. Both of the property specific
maps do not accurately predict the test data, however, as
!
i.; previously described, the Baker map provided a good fit for the
_ reduced gravity tests.
_ The discrepancy between observed and predicted flow regime maps in _
_- ground testing resulted from several factors. The primary reason
_I is lack of data for single component fluids with density ratios i
I close to tha_ of RII4. Most data has previously been generated for
+I two components such as air-water and oil-gas mixtures. The HTRI
ii flow regime map which seems to fit the reduced-gravity data fairly
:t well needs modification for adiabatic flow because of its
I derivation from horizontal in-tube condensation data. In general,
the horizontal flow regime maps tested do correlate the observed
data, however, the HTRI and Sardesair show the best agreement.
1988003235-087
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2.2.2.2 Pressure Drops
© '
The straight adiabatic section pressure drop measurements generated
during ground testing are shown plotted versus the pretest
predictions using the HTRI method in Figure 2.2.2.2-1. The e
measured pressure drops are generally lower than those predicted.
This under-prediction can be attributed to the choice of flow
regimes used in the predictive model. In the HTRI model, a
stratified type flow was presumed to exist with qualities less than
0.3, and a completely shear driven flow was presumed to exist at
qualities above 0.7 quality. In a region between 0.3 and 0.7
qualities, a proration of the two predictive methods was used.
The flow regime transition zones for pressure drop correlation were
altered to correlate with the observed rather than predicted flow _
regimes, resulting in better agreement between the predicted _
pressure drops and the test data. This predictive method will be
referred to as the Transition Modified HTRI method in this report.
Using this method, the revised pressure drop predictions shown in
Figure 2.2.2.2-2 have been generated.
The measured straight section pressur_ drops were compared to i
predictive value_ using nine different correlating techniques. The 1
data and predictions are listed in Figure 2.2.2.2-3. As expected, _
the best agreement occurred with the stratified flow correlations.
The transition modified HTRI method and the Taitel-Dukler and
Chisholm stratified methods give excellent agreement. Scatter
plots for the original HTRI predictive method, transition modified
HTRI method and the Taitel and Dukler stratified model are shown in
Figures 2.2.2.2-4, 5 and 6. The improvement obtained by modifying
the HTRI transition boundaries can be seen by comparing 2.2.2.2-4
and 5.
F
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} The pressure drop was also measured over a longer, approxlmately
20-foot test section, which included fittings, valves, the
adiabatic clear sections and the adiabatic curved section. The
pressure drop for this section has a larger value and is expected
to have less error than that of the adiabatic te_t sections. No
pretest predictions were given for this test section, however, the
data has been compile'l and is shown in Figure 2.2.2.2-7. The
pressure drop versus quality is plotted for both the
reduced-gravity and one-gravity conditions. As previously noted
the flow rate changed from approximately 0.54 gpm at the lowest
qualities to around 0.46 gl_ at the highest qualities. The curves /
show a uniform trend; the reduced-gravity presr_re drops are higher
than the one-gravity pressure drops at any quality, but have the
greatest percentage increase in the low quality condition. It is _.
expected that if the flow in one gravity were not stratified the
increase in pressure drop during transition to zero-gravity would
be decreased.
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C_ 3.0 Test Conclusions
A test loop was designed, fabricated and successfully tested in
normal and reduced gravity conditions meeting the objectives of the
Two-Phase Thermal Control System Component Development Program
The test loop operatel without any problems d_ring the test flight
in _ne_gravity, two-gravity and reduced-gravlty environments. The
two-phase flow regimes and pressure drops were recorded for various
qualities. The data was analyzed and follows a rredic_ble trexad.
The TPTMS system demonstrated durability and reliability in system
tests which included loss of heat rejection, redu -d-gravity RFMD
shutdown and reduced-gravityRF_iD startup. In addition, an
unexpected power failure during the tests had no adverse effect on
the test loop. The test loop was easily restarted and the testing
continued uninterrupted.
3.1 Two-Phase Adiabatic Test Section
The reduced-gravity flow regimes were predictable, with slug and
annular flows occurring during t_ reduced-gravity test. The test
demonstrated the predictability of the transition between slug and T
annular flow. The transition between bubble flow to slu_ flow and ._
annular to mist were not observed in thls experiment. The modified
Dukler flow regime map (Figure 2.1.2.1-6) provides the beut
agreement with the observed transition between slug and annular
flow in reduced-_ravity.
The reduced-gravity pressure drops closely followed t_e predicted
trends. The straight sec=ion reduced-gravity pressure drop was
accurately predicted by using the wet wall modified HTRI and
Friedel _orrelations. The curved section reduced-gravity pressure
drop was accurately predicted by the Chisholm B ar,_ C type
correlations.
1g88003235-og7
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The o_e--gravity flow regimes did not match predictions. Stratified
CI stratified and stratified/annular flow observedflow, wavy was
whereas annular and slug flow were expected. The initial
predictions for the straight section pressure drop were performed
using the HTRI method which led to an over-prediction of the
pressure drop, primarily because of inappropriate selection of flow
regime. The HTRI method is based on horizontal condensing flow
rather than adiabatic flow. When the flow regime boundaries were
modified to match the test observations, very good correlation
betwee- the flow regimes and pressure drop predictions and the test
._sults is achieved. The transition modified HTRI method provides
_L_ best correlation between the predicted and the observed flow
regimes in one-gravity. The stratified Chisholm, Stratified Taitel
and Dukler and transition modified HTRI provide the best pressure
drop predictions for the straight section whereas the C_sbolm B
and C type provided the best pressure drop predictions for the
curved section.
( The pressure drop in zerq-gravity is higher than in one-gravity by
- about twenty percent averaging the data for all qualities and
flows.
i
3.2 Condenser :°_
The condenser provided adequate heat rejection for the test loop
during the test flight. The data collected on the condenser was
difficult to analyze because transients experienced during the
gravity transitions caused liquid carry-over from the vapor line.
Analysis of the test data was performed on a point-by-point basis
due to the transient conditions. When the specific conditions of a
test point are analyzed, there was very good correlation for both
pressure drop and overall heat transfer coefficient. The original
condenser model over-prodicts the pressure drop because it did not.
take into account the gap between the condenser cover and the
flu_ed tube. When this is done, the condenser model pressure drop
_ predictions greatly improve.
7 _-"
4.0 Recommendations For Further Investiqation0
The reduced gravity two-phase flow pressure drop and flow regime
data collected during this experiment confirms the validity of the
predictive methods for the test setup configuration, thus, meeting
the objectives of the test. The two-phase data in this report was
generated using a single pl,unbing run and one evaporator. A large
thermal management system will be made up of many heat loads
requiring a variety of two-phase mass flows in different size
lines. The effect of heat load, line size and mass flow must be
understood to accurately size such a complex system. Further
reduced-gravity testing should employ a test matrix which includes
heat load, line size and mass flow variations. This would provide
enough data to generate a complete reduced-gravity flow regime map
which could be used for pressure drop prediction and line size
selection.
Preliminary indications of a fifth flow regime (frothy-annular) in
[ reduced-gravity should be investigated further. This should
i include detailed visual observations of the fill footage to compare
void fraction and fill thickness in reduced and normal gravity at
J
the same mass flux and quality. Further reduced-gravity testing
could include fill thickness measuring devices such as conductivity ii;
i
probes to evaluate the differences.
Although the test stand itself performed very well during the
flight experiment, some components could be modified to improve the
performance. The cavitating venturi could be resized to provide
choked flow control on subsequent experiments. The condenser data
was particularly difficult to analyze because of varying coolant
(EGW) mass flows and liquid carry-over in the vapor line. Liquid
carry-over c_n be reduced or eliminated by plumbing the condenser
inlet at the same height as the RFMD vapor exit. The varying
coolant (EGW) mass flows can be eliminated by modifying the heat
88
rejection cart to prevent pump cavitation in reduced-gravity. When
_ more predictable condenser operating conditions are achieved,
additional condenser tests could be performed. Finally, a clear
section of line could be added to visually check the effectiveness
of the RFMDdemisters. These changes would improve the overall
system operation and result in more complete data being generated.
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5.0 Program Description
5.1 Introduction (Background)
In the past, small spacecraft have rejected the internally
generated heat and maintained an energy balance via direct
radiation to space with active electric heating of certain
components to maintain proper thermal environments. As power
levels have increased, pumped single-phase liquid loops have been
used to collect and transport heat to a space radiator.
Future space platforms, such as the proposed Space Station, will
have thermal power levels in the hundreds of kilowatts and
transport distances of hundreds of feet. There are significant
benefits to the concept of a "thermal bus" to provide the thermal
management requirements. This bus would provide minimal variation
in temperature and would allow either sources or sinks to be
I--
_ connected at any location wi£hout constraints.
A two-phase fluid loop provides the best solution to the design
constraints. Heat is transferred by evaporation and condensationI
i rather than sensible heating and cooling of the fluid, and
therefore nearly constant temperatures can be maintained. Much _o
lower mass flows are required for the evaporation process relative
to sensible heating and cooling, and significant power savings and
low distribution weights are realized.i
!
To properly design a t_o-phase thermal bus for use in a space
environment, the ability to accurately predict flow regimes and
pressure drops in two-phase lines is essential for proper line size
selection. Two-phase flow pressure drops are known to be
significantly higher in as compared to earth gravity
due to the difference in flow regimes.
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Testing of two phase flows in reduced gravity environments has been
© ,very limited. In the late 70's, General Dynamics and NASA began a
program of experiments flowing air and water through small tubes in
reduced gravity environments. Testing was done in both the 2.2
second drop tower at NASA-LeRC ind in reduced-gravity flight
profiles aboard the NASA-Lewis Lear jet (Reference 9). These I
experiments show that three basic flow patterns exist in
reduced-gravity two phase flow. The first flow pattern can be
characterized as bubble, which is a continuous liquid phase with a i
dispersed bubble pattern within the liquid. For this flow pattern, 4
the bubble size is smaller than the pipe diameter. The second J
pattern is an intermittent flow pattern. In this flow pattern,
liquid slugs are followed by regions of high void fraction. This
pulsat_ng type of flow is believed to be the transition between the -
bubble type flow and an annular flow pattern. The third pattern is
an annular flow pattern. In the annular flow pattern, the liquid
flows as a thin film on the wall at a slower velocity than the
central gas core. Some of the liquid is entrained and carried as a
I droplets in the vapor core.
Because previous experiments use a relatively short test section
and the duration of the test was for a short time, good steady
state pressure drop data was not obtained. On a comparative basis, i_
however, the pressure drops measured in the reduced gravity _
environment greatly exceeded those measured during normal gravity.
The greatest enhancement of pressure drops occurred in the lower
mass flux regions that would occur in the _ubble type flows for i
reduced-gravity and stratified flows for one-gravity. In the last i
J
few months, a new series of experiments have been conducted at the
Lewis 100 foot drop tower and on board the Lewis Le_r jet. This
data taken with an improved test rigs should yield valuable
information about the flow patterns in reduced-gravity.
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There have been many flight experiments and demonstrations of heat
_" _ pipe technology in the space environment of reduced-gravity. Heat
| pipes, however, do not truly represent two phase flow as the liquid
and vapor flow paths are segregated. The liquid flows by capillary m
pumping to the evaporator section of the heat pipe and is returned }
in a vapor flow space. I
i
t
This report describes an experiment which was conducted to measure !_
drops and observe two-phase flow in reduced-gravity, i:pressure
Tests were run on a wide range of qualities which would be 1_
generated by a Two-Phase Thermal Management System (TPTMS) in a _i
space application. The results of this test w ll be used to expand
!
_I the currently sm&ll data base on two-phase flow in zero-gravity and
improve the current two-phase line sizing techniques.
5.2 Scope/ObjectivesThe scope of the Two-Phase Thermal Control System Component
! Development Program included the design fabrication, and testing of
_ a TPTMS test loop under normal and reduced gravity conditions. The
test loop incorporated the following key Sundstrand TPTMS
C
_ components: RFMD, BPRV, Inventory Accumulator, SFE and Shear Flow
? Condenser. The test loop facilitated a KC135 flight test where
_J
two-phase flow regimes were observed and photographed in reduced
_ gravity, and the pressure drop in a straight and curved length of
i clear tubing were measured. Similar performance data was obtained
_ for the Shear Flow Condenser.
~'I
The key program objectives were to expand the two-phase flow regime
data base in a reduced gravity environment and to demonstrate the
i mechanics of the TPTMS concept are not affected by va_iable gravity
environments.
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C) 5.3 Test Stand Description
l
The Two-Phase Thermal Management System (TPTMS) test loop included
the Sundstrand Rotary Fluid Management Device (RFMD), Back Pressure
Regulating Valve (BPRV), Inventory Accumulator, Swirl Flow
i Evaporator (SFE), Condenser, Cavitating Venturi and miscellaneous
plumbing. The test loop was instrumented with pressure
_ transducers, temperature probes and flow meters. All the data from
the test was collected on a digital data system. The two-phaseT
iI obtainfl°wpressUrecontinuousdrOPdata.datawas also recorded on an analog recorder to!
A schematic of the TPTMS test loop used for _he reduced gravity
flight test is shown in Figure 2.0-1. Nearly saturated liquid is
- pumped from the RFMD through a cavitating venturi to the SFE where
- heat is added via electric heaters The resulting two-phase flow i" I
4 passes through the clear two-phase test section for observation and !
photography and is returned to the RFMD. The liquid and vapor are• _ separated in the RFMD. The vapor exits the RFMD an passes through
the BPRV to the shear flow condenser. The condenser (Figure
i* 2.1.3-1) has a clear cover so the condensation process can be
r'
observed and photographed. The subcooled liquid exiting the
condenser is returned to the RFMD where it is resaturated and
i
pumped out to the SFE again. 1
I
. The fluid temperature to the SFE is held constant by controlling
• the saturation condition in the RFMD with the BPRV. Flow control
to the SFE is provided by the cavitating venturi Inventory
control is accomplished with a level probe in the RFMD which is
connected to an accumulator. Noncondensible gases are easily
purged through the noncondensible gas vent (Figure 2.0-1). For a
more detailed discussion of the Sundstrand TPTMS concept and
development status see References 16, 17 18 and 19.
To minimize the program cost, the NASA-JSC supplle_ the test loop
L _ instrumentation, data acquisition systems, data acquisitio_
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software support, ground data reduction facilities, photographic
_; equipment, lighting and photographers. The instrumentation was
calibrated at the NASA-JSC and the calibration points were
programmed into the data acquisition system. The instrumentation
and data acquisition system were integrated into the test loop and
checked out prior to shipment. A list of the instrumentation
ranges and accuracies are shown in Figure 5.3-1.
The data acquisition system su_,plied by NASA-JSC consisted of a
Hewlett-Packard computer with a Winchester Mass Storage hard disk
drive and various signal conditioning equipment. The data system
automatically scanned all fifty-three channels of data about every
2.5 seconds. After each scan, the data was stored on the hard disk
drive and a monitor display was updated. The monitor provided real
time data for system operation.
System heat rejection was performed by the heat rejection cart
(Figure 5.3-2). The heat rejection cart schematic is shown in
( Figure 5.3-2a. An ethylene glycol/water (EGW) mixture is pumped
into the test loop condenser where heat is picked up. The EGW
mixture then flows through the air-cooled radiator where the heat
is then rejected into the cabin air. The heat rejection cart
accumulator was plumbed in the loop to provide room for thermal
expansion of the water. Flow to the condenser was controlled by a
diverter valve which diverted the excess flow back to the reservoir
tank. Heat rejection was calculated by measuring the EGW mass flow
and the EGW temperature difference at the inlet and outlet of the
condenser, as well as using Rl14 measurements.
I
All of the test loop components requiring electric power were
operated through the Electrical Control Console (Figure 5.3-3).
The control panel consisted of power switches, voltage control
dials, a varlable frequency power supply and a series of panel
meters used to monitor essential system parameters and provide
system safeties which were software independent.
L
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• C; ELECTRICAL/CONTROL CONSOLE REFERENCE
NUMBER DESCRIPTION
I Swirl Flow Evaporator Inner Ring Voltage: 0-120 volts
2 Swirl Flow Evaporator O_ter Ring Voltage: 0-120 volts
3 Rotary Fluid Management Device Motor Voltage: 0-120 volts
4 Accumulator Heater Voltage: 0-110 volts
5 Variable Frequency Power Supply: 0-400 Hz
6 Panel Meters (11) i
7 Safety Enable/Disable Switch
8 Arm S_;itch
9 Air Cooled Radiator Pump/Fan Power Switch
I0 Rotary Fluid Management Device Power Switch j
ii Accumulator Heater Power Switch !
i
_-- 12 Swirl Flow Evaporator Heaters Power Switch
13 Clock Reset
14 Emergency Stop
t
TABLE 5.3- 3 (CONTINUED )
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_ The _ input power was controlled by a variabl_ f_e_ency power
supply with voltage control. The heater voltage for the SFE and
inventory accumulator were controlled by a Variac located on the
control panel. The heat rejection cart motor was also controlled
from the panel.
The test loop safety system was monitored and operated from the
control console. The safety system was armed after startup of the
RFMD and cooling cart. When activated, it provided redundant fail
safe operation of the test stand so that no single point failure
would cause damage to either people or equipment.
The Swirl Flow Evaporator {SFE) employed electric thermofoil
heaters which were bonded to the evaporator cold plate. The heater
skin temperature was monitored by four thermocouples, two on the
inner ring of heaters and two on the outer ring of heaters. Each
of the thermocouples was interconnected to a set of panel meters
with dual set point (high and low limit) control outputs. If the
heater skin temperature rose above a predetermined value, the
heaters were automatically shut down by opening the magnetic
contactor which supplies power to the heaters. The heater skin
temperature was also visually displayed on the cont-ol panel using <
the software independent panel meters. _'
The RFMD bearings were protected from a loss of lubrication flow. I
The lubrication safety system employed a flow meter on the
condenser end lubrication flow and a pressure transducer which
monitored the evaporator pitot outlet pressure. The condenser end
lubrication flow and the evaporator pitot outlet pressure were
visually displayed on panel meters. Each panel meter had dual set
point control output capabilities. If either the condenser end
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• lubrication flow or the evaporator pitot outlet pressure fell below
_; the specified limit set on the panel meters, the RFMD power was
shut down by opening the magnetic contactor. When the RFMD power
was cut off, the SFE heater power was also cut off because SFE
cooling was no longer provided. The RFMD safety system was
redundant because it employs two independent monitoring and
shutdown systems. The SFE shutdown was redundant because when the
RFMD power is cut the heater power was also cut. Should this fail,
the heaters would over temperature and cut off.
All of the test stand electrical systems were guarded by either
fuses or breakers. The thirty-six swirl flow evaporator heaters
were protected by fuses. All of the other electrical components
(motors, peweE supplies, etc. ) were protected by breakers, and each
motor starter had overcurrent protection. The fuses, safeties and
breakers were used in addition to the breakers provided aboard the
aircraft. The entire test stand was also bonded and grounded to
protect against static discharge.
:4 The TPTMS test stand is a pressurized system, therefore a pressure1
! relief valve was required in the event of an overpressure
_ situation. The pressure relief valve was be set at a predetermined ,
limit and was be vented to the overboard dump on the KC135. _"
_ The heat rejection system was an integral part of the test stand
;- and required a safety system to insure that it was operating
i;. properly. The heat rejection system employed a magnetic pickup
i interconnected to panel meter having a dual set point control
a
I output which monitored the pump and fan motor. Upon failure of the
I
pump motor, the RFMD was shutdown by opening a motor power magnetic
contactor. This action will also shut down the SFE heaters. If
the heat rejection system failed, the backup system was the
pressure relief valve. It was unlikely that this feature would be
used since the system has a high thezmal inertia and was monitored
1988003235-I 14
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closely during operation by flight personnel. The heat rejection
C: safety system was a manually overridden for the loss of condenser
cooling tests. The test stand could be quickly shut down by use of
an emergency shutdown button should it be necessary• d
4
. The flow in the condenser was to be viewed through a clear
condenser cover. It was required that the clear cover be protected[ from possible breakage by a foreign object and contained in the
event of an internal rupture. The test stand employed a rigid,
!_ clear cover to provide protection and allow viewing of the
condensation process. The space between the clear condenser cover
and the protective cover was vented to the overboard dump on the
KC135.
5.4 Design Considerations
_ During the reduced gravity flight test aboard the KC135 the system
} hardware encountered reduced-gravity, one gravity and two
_ gravities. The system hardware, operation was gravity insensitive.
:} The major TPTMS components, the RFMD, SFE, condenser and
accumulato:, were tested in adverse orientations on th_ ground to
,' show gravity independent operation. During the reduced gravity
_/ test fli],_t, the performance of the TPTMS components was unaffected
by the changes in gravity.
/', The test loop was designed to meet the specification_ called out in
._ the "JSC Reduced Gravity Aircraft Users' Guide" (Reference i0) ,
The TPTMS ha_:dware is mounted in an aluminum frame and each I
4 mo:inting '.'acket was sized per the following shock loads; 9-g's
i forwar _, 6-g's up and 2-g's inboard/outboard. The test loop frame
and _acility hardware have a 20" by 20" bolt down pattern to match
that of the plane. The TPTMS plumbing meets the required proof and
burst requirements for R114 operation.
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The test loop is fitted with a clear two-phase return line for
observation and photography of two-phase flow. The two-phase flow
generated during the test ranged from a quality of five percent to
eighty percent. The inside diameter of the two-phase return line
is 5/8 inch (Figure 2.0-2). This size was chosen because it
maximizeq the observable two-phase flow trends and transitions for
the conditions of the test. A smaller diameter tube would not have
allowed good observation of bubble interactions, coalescence and
flow regime transitions. A larger diameter tube would have
resulted in only stratified flow at low qualities on the ground
rather than the more interesting slug, bubble and plug flow
regimes.
Two pressure drop measurements were taken along the clear two-phase =
return line (Figure 2.0-2); one was a 180 ° bend made up of two 45°
fittings and a flex hose, the other was a 72-inch long straight
section downstream of the bend. The pressure measurement ports for
the bend were located upstream and downstream far enough so that
i"
the fluid entrance and exit effects did not influence the
measurement. The distance allowed the flow to be fully developed
where the pressure measurements are taken.
The pressure measurement ports for the straight section were
similarly located in a fully developed flow region {Figures 2.0-2}.
In both cases, the pressure drop is large enough so that it can
easily be measured with standard instrumentation and accuracy is
retained. The downstream side of the clear two-phase line is
located at the edge of the test loop to allow easy photography of
the fully develope4 flow regimes.
Heat was rejected from the test loop by a shear controlled
condenser (Figure 2.1.3-1). It was comprised of multiple parallel
channels formed by cutting axial grooves in the outer surface of a
thick walled aluminum tube. The tube was then assembled inside a
F
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transparent cast acrylic tube to allow observation of the
O condensing process. Cooling water from the heat rejection cart was
pumped through the inside of the aluminum tube to provide the heat
rejection process. The axial condenser channels decrease in depth
from the inlet to the outlet in order to maintain vapor velocities
throughout the entire length adequate to provide shear controlled
condensation. The condenser provided adequate heat rejection for
the duration of the flight test. The performance of the condenser
is discussed in Section 2.1.3.
5.5 Test Plan Overview
The overall test plan was divided into the following sections:
System Verification, System Performance Mapping, ground testing at
JSC and reduced gravity testing aboard the NASA-JSC KC135 aircraft.
The System Verification and Performance Mapping was performed at
Sundstrand to develop procedures and provide data which was used as
a reference for both ground checkout at the NASA-JSC and as a
( one-gravity reference for the reduced gravity flight test data.
The flight test provided reduced gravity and hyper-gravity data for
two-phase flow in various flow regimes. In addition, the flight
test provided data which was used to characterize the complete .
TPTMS operation in reduced gravity. 2
I
5.5.1 Ground Testing!
The test loop was checked out on the ground at Sundstrand and at
NASA-JSC. The purpose of the ground testing was to establish an
operating procedure, determine the test loop performance and run
flight test simulations. The test conditions were as follows:
RFMD Speed: 2000 rpm
RFMD Drum Pre6sure: 89 psia
Evaporator Pump Outlet Temperature: 146°F
Evaporator Mass Flow: 338.6 lb/hr (0.5 gpm)
Condenser Recirculation: OffQ:
Working Fluid: Rl14
b
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The following is a typical set of heat loads run during a checkout
C } test:
Swirl Flow Evaporator i
Head Loads (Watts)
FIGURE 5.5.1-1 I
Total Inner Outer Exit Quality "_
Power Heaters Heaters i
240 40 200 0.05 _
480 80 400 0.1
720 120 600 0.15
950 150 800 0.2 =
1330 230 ii00 0.3
1900 300 1600 0.4
2400 430 1970 0.5
2800 500 2300 0.6
3800 700 3100 0.8
The data collected from these tests was used to confirm proper test
loop and facility operation.
5.5.2 Reduced Gravity Test Overview
The reduced gravity tests were performed aboard the NASA-JSC KC135
reduced gravity aircraft. The aircraft flies a series of parabola.
to obtain the reduced gravity (Figure 5.5.2-i). Each reduced
gravity Period lasts approximately twenty-five seconds and is
bounded by a Period of two gravities• Due to the short duration of
each reduced gravity period, the testing was done in increments.
Each evaporator heat load was selected, allowed to e%uilibrate
during level flight, and remained unchanged for three consecutive
parabola.. Data was collected for the entire duration of the test.
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5.5.2.1 Filminq Durinq Fliqht
High speed photography was used to film the two-phase flow in the
two-phase clear test section, and the condenser. In addition to
the high speed cameras, a video and a still camera were used for
documenting the overall test loop operation during the flight.
The planned camera speeds for filming the two-phase flow were as
follows:
Annular Flow: 4000 to 6000 frames/sec
(Y > - .22) _ I _'_!!
Slug Flow: 1000 frames/sec
(~ .i0 < Y < ~ .22)
Plug and Bubble Flow: 400-600 frames/sec I '
4- (0 < Y < - .I0) I
# J
A film log of the ground and flight tests is shown in Appendix E. |
Some filming was done during the zero-gravity to two-g transition
(and vice versa). The gravity transition filming was done at the
lower qualities where the most change in flow regime will be seen.
The video camera and still camera used for documenting the test
loop operation were mobile units. The cameras were used to show
the test loop operation during the flight and the personnel
operating the test loop.
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5.5.2.2 Reduced Gravity Tests
The test loop and supporting facility hardware were taken to
Ellington Field on April 13th for flight test preparations. All of !
the equipment was setup on the NASA-JSC KC135 reduced gravity
aircraft. A final checkout test was performed on the aircraft
using the on-board power.
Two days of reduced gravity testing were performed. The first day
!
nine $FE heat loads were run and each heat load was run for three
consecutive parabolae for a total of twenty-seven parabolae (Figure
2.1.1-2). High speed film of the two-phase flow and condenser were _ i
taken for each heat load. Twenty-seven parabolae were also run the
second day. The flight profile was similar to the first day but I'_
l
included loss of heat reJact_on, reduced-gravity RFMD startup and
• shutdown tests (Figure 2.1.1-2). No test loop problems were
encountered on either day of flight testing.
L
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_¥, APRIL 16, 1987
DICK NIGGEMANN'S FLIGHT EXPERIMENT NARRATION
Dick Niggemann is the Chief Research Engineer-Thermal Energy at
Sundstrand Corporation in Rockford, Illinois. }
!
Prior to the first test, Thursday, April 16, 1987, 10:06 a.m., the I
{
system has been operating for about an hour warming up at about 40 !
percent quality heat input rate. Condenser is not yet seeing
vapor.
At 13 minutes after noon, we are reving the engines and are about
to take off. We are airborne at 44 second_. The system is still
running at about 20 Percent quality. The primary crew for the
experiments are Jeff Dominick, Richard Parish, Dave Hill, Ed
Keshock, and myself. Nanette Faget and Fred Best are hitchhicking
to follow their densitometer measurements. We're allowed to take
J
*-- our stations now at 15 minutes. During this climb out portion of
lthe flight we are getting slug flow in the first leg of the
experiment and its primary stratified wave in the outlet portion. I
Heat is going up to full power at 12:18. The upstream flow section !
still seems to have plugs now and then. The downstream seems i-_
relatively smooth. We're still on climbing and back to low quality
about 5 percent. We're approaching a quality of 5 percent. The
flow coming out of the bend appears to rock a little bit, wave back i
and forth about 18-20 inches and after that it appears to be level.
The condenser is not flowing any vapor at this condition, i
We're attempting to document the difference in the upstream and
downstream legs while were still climbing and have plug follow in
the upstream leg. We're still climbing and have slug in the
upstream segment, and it's still stratified wave in the downstream
segment. In the upstream section, we are still climbing. We have
a elongated bubble flow. Bubbles occupy about the first third to
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_b the top half of the tube with about 8 to 12 inches bubble lengths. '
The segments vary between 2 inches az_d 10 inches long.
We have slug flow now in both ends, we must _e level. Or maybe
i
even pointed down, because we have the elongated bubble flow in the I
downstream segment and it's stratified wavy.
We are about to go into our first parabola at 12:38. In zero g, we
get elongated bubbles that are centrally located. The bubbles were
generally elongate_, but there weue some small bubbles floating in
between after the turn.
This is quality of .1. I am watching the condenser interface which
is in the lower end of the condenser inlet.
This is our second parabola 0.i quality. This is a very good zero
g in the quality of 10 percent. The condensing length goes down to
about 38 1/2 on the measurement which is about ii 1/2 inches down
_- from the inlet of the condenser that is un the top end. This is
going to be the first maneuver at .15.
O.K. we are going to start pulling it. During the pull out at 2
gs, the interface moved toward the inlet end of the condenser about _
2 inches. During pull out, it rearranged and had pulsing flow
controlled by the control valve and the interface effectively moved
towards the outlet. At 1 g, now were pulling out again so its
moved back up towards the inlet. The interface is swinging over Ii
approximately a 2 inch amplitude during the pull out from zero g.
The interface is realigning itself going downstream the pump
cavitated a bit. There appears to be a significant amount of
liquid that comes into the condenser during zero g. Liquid level
is still towards the inlet end of the condenser cycling between 40
and 38 on the upper edge. At h._gh g we have a very well governed
interface, its very visible. Now were pulling zero g, there
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appears to be an in rush of liquid from the lines that burdens the
lower half of the condenser. Condensing interface is bouncing.
Bubbles don't traverse _ast about 35. This was the _econd maneuver
"a
at .2 and zero g the interface again moved downstream to about 34.
T_at is a judgement call because there are bubbles, whereas at the
hi'_ g there are no bubbles it's stratified , and at high g the
interface does move back upstream. Third zero g, the liquid burden
seems to be diminish_.
This is the second pull out in quality of .3. The top of the
interface is at 36 inches, and we're going into zero g. I am
watching the liquid come out of the piping and burden the
condensing process a little bit. Its hard to tell where the |
interface is and how much open area there really is. The interface !
does move downstream but I think it is because it is carrying the
extra liquid burden. This is the first parabola at .4 quality zero "
gs. Lost all data on that one because we went zero g and I flew.
Under pull out, the level is at about 31-32 inches. Liquid
k
continues to pour in. Bubbles are disappearing at about the joint
at zero g. The top level is about 32 inches at pull out, g level
going to zero. Liquid burden comes in and bubbles disappear about
at the mid-span Joint, which is about 26 inches. ._
There is a large stream of liquid that is entering the condenser at
a quality of 60 percent. At quality of .8, in level flight the
interface is hard to see but its somewhere in the 14 to 15 inch
range measured as seen from the top of the tube. Were approaching
our first parabola in 80 percent quality the flow section that I am
looking at is the opaque section where I can't see anything and
across the way I see the outlet of the turn. Were pulling 2 gs and
it appears to be a segregated annular flow. The flow appears to be
annular. Definitely annular.
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_ This is the third parabola at .8 quality. I am watching the
condenser now. Bubbles stop it at about the 12-14 inch level.
Still getting a burden of liquid into the inlet end. I think that
the burden of liquid which appeared to be a larger amount at th_
higher qualities may be due to the initial filling of that line i
wlth liquid during the 5 percent quality run where the condenser is Ji
not flowing as the back pressure valve is closed. I think the line I
fills with liquid back to the back pressure regulator and may have
difficulty emptying in 1 g cr 2_s, but may start emptying in zero
g. I _peculate that the low velocity at the low qualities is
unable to carry much of that liquid to the condenser, but that more
of it is swept along at the higher qualities due to the higher
vapor flows. An experiment to determine whether this is the case
would be to run a low quality (5 percent) followed by a substantial
period of time at running at high qualities to see if the problem
disappears.
FRIDAY, APRIL 17, 1987
(__
The second day, Good Friday, April 17, 10:41 a.m. were in the air.
We're half way through the tests, the .8 and .6 quality on the
condenser and .5 seem to still have liquid coming into the
condenser during the zero g portion, but not as pronounced as
yesterday, I think. The cameras will tell the truth, we have been
photographing the zero g portion of each parabola at every quality.
I've been watching the condenser mostly and again for the higher
qualities .6, .5 and now .3. Again to my viewpoint, it appears
that there is less liquid coming over. On the .3 quality, we had
the recirculation on and there seems to be a rather significant
churning going on in that space, but I really couldn't tell if more
or less liquid came in. We're running .2 quality at this point;
were Fulling up and it seems to be segregated wave in a downstream.
Now were going zero g, and we are getting annular flow. Seems to
be quite annular. We're pulling our couple gs now, and it is plug
L,
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• slug and segregated wave in a downstream portion. Plug slug in the
_ first because apparently we are pulling some slight negatives on
that slide. It's clearly annular flow again. Were hitting good
zero g now.
Were pulling into the 2 gs at the .15 quality. Interface top is i
bouncing at 3 inches about 39 1/2 inches on the top and it is just
out of the condenser on the bottom end. Going into zero g. We
still get a significant amount of burden of liquid into the channel
on the zero g.
This is 11:55 a.m. and about 5 minutes ago, we had a lost of 400
cycle power which shut down the test stand. Were doing 10 percent
quality. After restarting, which was uneventful, we're in the pull
out and we have segregated flow. During the zero g portion, we
have a flow with large elongated bubbles flowing in the middle of
the channel bullet nosed and boat tailed and then they break up
into annular flow in between. But the annular flow has the gas
going faster. We just shut the unit off in zero g. The system is
coasted down the flow is all but stopped out of the two phase line
we are going into our second parabola and we are going to turn the
unit on. There are some bubbles emanating from the evaporator yet
into the two phase return line, but there Just due to the slight
upward tug that we are getting. Now were are going into zero g.
It was a successful restart. It was beautiful. The zero g start
and stop went uneventfully a rather good trip. For Scott Downing's
benefit, I did feel the pipes they were cool, and they were not
flushing out on during the zero gs. The amount of liquid that was
coming through under zero g was documented with a dedicated camera.
Another note, the power outage was caused by a copilot stepping on
a connector and breaking it off. The crew fixed it within about 10
minutes.
t
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REDUCED-GRAVITYKC135 EXPERIMENT
C_ APRIL 21, 1987
DR. ED. KESHOCK'S PREFLIGHT & FLIGHT NARRATION
Dr. Keshock is a Professor of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Tennessee in Knoxville, Tennessee.
This is April 2 at NASA Johnson Space Center, and what we're going
to be doing today is making some observations of the two-phase flow
of Refrigerant 114 in ground tests of the test loop designed by
Sundstrand. The system is now pretty much up to equilibrium, and
we're going to be running different qualities starting from low
quality, going up to a maximum of 80 percent. I'll be reporting my
observations of the two-phase flow in the transparent test section.
As the system is coming up to it's first operating condition (5
percent quality),we have a stratified type flow with some waves
being developed - noticeable waves being developed because of the
slightly higher vapor velocity moving over the liquid interface.
These waves are apparent both preceding the bend and probably even
more noticeable immediately after the bend. After the bend, it
does appear that these waves do die out some as they go further
downstream and out of the field of view. The waviness at this
quality seems to be quite pronounced. The tube seems to be about
one-half filled with the liquid phase - maybe even a little bit
more. In a way, under one-gravity conditions, this is not an
unusually interesting type flow, other than for the waves developed
at the interface, but I suspect that the change to zero-gravity
conditions might provide some very different behavior; that is, the
liquid may be distributed about the tube in a quite different
manner. Anyway, that remains to be seen. unusually interesting
type flow, other than for the waves developed at the interface, but
I suspect that the change to zero-gravity conditions might provide
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O some very different behavior; that is, the liquid may be
distributed about the tube in a quite different manner. Anyway,
that remains to be seen.
The flow velocity, from just eyeballing it, se_ms to be about 1-1/2
ft. per second. This is just a velocity as indicated by the wave
movement at the interface. Just from what I see here, the filming
speed that you can get by with would probably be quite low. The
normal film projection speed is about 24 frames per second. It
looks as though doubling or even tripling that speed would be very
ample for this flow regime. It should easily show in detail the
wave action at the interface of this flow. Concerning the film
speed, just be unusually conservative. Then instead of 72 frames
per second or triple the normal photography rate, say one uses a
camera speed of 100 frames per second. I think that speed would be
very adequate (for these conditions, i.e. 5 percent quality). This
first flow condition is at 5 percent, and after this, the quality
is going to be increased to 10 percent.
( .
The quality has now been increased to 10 percent. The most
noticeable difference in the flow is that there i_ less liquid
occupying the - and than it's apparent even with the naked eye.
There is still waviness in the flow. The flow velocity appears to
have increased. Oh maybe, the wave velocity might be about 30
inches per second rather than 20 -- at least, that's what it
appears. Occasionally, one can observe the bridging of the
diameter of the tube (by the liquid flowing along the tube bottom)
preceding the bend. You occasionally get a slug _ype flow
condition which, however, quickly comes back do_ and goes into a
wavy stratified flow. Immediately after the bend, one sees no
evidence of any bridging of the tube diameter. However, further
downstream of the bend, maybe about 4 feet downstream of the bend,
where the transition piece ks located, you do have bridging of the
tube diameter again, forming an intermittent bridging or even an
occasional slug-type flow.
Q,
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"_) We're up at 15 p_rcent ,,,.i_._ 0.. .. = =:_=. £u s still a stratified type
flow, also bridging of the tube diameter occurs - Waviness is still
apparent, but there's less liquid in the tube. It seems to be
filling about one-half the tube -- not a dramatic difference from
what was observed earlier. If anything, the waves are not as
pronounced. The surface is more ripply. Rather than having i
numerous waves of a fairly large amplitude, there are waves, but of
smaller amplitude and more rippling of the interface. It seems to
h_ apparent that there's a higher _apo_ velocity. !
The quality has now been adjusted up to 20 percent. It hasn't been
(at that operating condition) too long, but it appears as though
there is a difference evident already. The interface is ripply,
with larger waves or surge_ spaced about maybe 3 or 4 feet apart,
just periodically surging along the top of the interface. But the
rest of the interface is ripp1y with low amplitude (interfacial)
waves, in other words. It _ppears as though these larger
disturbances can be characterized more as surges. They don't
bridge the tube dlameter by any means, but they appear to be waves
rolling (an_ building up) along the interface because o_ the higher
vapor velocity. There doesn't appear to be any infiuenc_ u£ _ne
liquid depth is not appreciable at the _xit of the bend_ i_"bend. The
but it appears to be about the same on the other side. One has the
same surging activity after the bend as preceding the bend.
The quality is now at 30 percent. There's still some of the surging
that I described earlier at 20 percent. The distance between these
surges is a little bit larger - it looks to be about 5 feet instead
of 4 feet. There's not a great change - still a rolling-up of
these waves that form the surge. They seem to roll up and almost
reach the top and then die down again. There's the same sort of
i
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activity beyond the bend as before the bend, although in_uediately
after the bend (at the bend exit), one notices no surges. Of
course, that appears to be a region where the liquid level is low,
and then from that point on, the waves begin to develop and form
(build up to their maximum amplitude) about 6 feet down from the
bend - about where the photographs are being made. Also, there are
ripples and small wavelength disturbances - small perturbations on
the interface, rather than large waves. The vapor velocity seems
to be coincident with that of the surges. If I had to estimate the
velocity, I'd say, it would be about 3 or 4 feet per second, but
that's Just a rough estimate, and the vapor velocity would (no
doubt) be larger than that.
We're up at 40 percent now, and there is a noticeably lesser amount
of Rl14 at the bottom of the tube. There's still a ripply
interface and also the regular periodic surges which ar_ about 4
feet apart. The waves don't roll up as high, but it's the same
sort of action that exists there. There doesn't seem to be much
evidence of an annular flow. Also, there doesn't seem to be much
influence of the bend upon the flow either. One seems to see these
waves or surges exiting the bend itself, which seems to indicate
that a surge enters the bend and continues tl.rough the bend. One ._
thing that seems to be apparent (or at least it appears this way to
the naked eye} is that immedlately after the bend the liquid
thickness at the botts, of the tube is non-appreciable. Then as
one goes downstream of the bend, there appears to be a buildup of
waves, which gives the appearance of having a thicker liquid larger
at the bottom of the tube. I'm sure that's Just because of the
increased height of the waves that make it appear to be so. So
what it amounts to is that the waves become a little larger
amplitude as one goes to the end of the test section, whereas right
at the bend-exit the amplitudes are low, and so it appears that the
thickness of the liquid film at the bottom is smaller. (The eye
isn't able to follow the wave action. Instead, it tends to blur
the wave action. Thus, numerous large amplitude waves appear to
L the as a thick(er) liquid layer.}eye
B
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Now we're at 50 percent quality. There doesn't seem to be any
evidence of these surges now. We have Just a generally wavy,
ripply type interface. The one difference that I do see now is
that there seems to be a region of waviness and rippliness, and i
then a dying out of those waves and a smoother interface as it I
approaches the bend. After the bend, we seem to have some liquid
?
redistribution within the bend, so that some of the top portion _f i
the tube is wet with liquid. Predominately though, there is a
stratified liquid layer at the bottom of the tube with, very high
1 l,
frequency, low amplitude ripples on the interface. _ '
L
. . . It's not a classical annular flow (still at 50 percent
quality), but right at the exit of the bend; it appears as though i
there is some evidence of an annular flow. But that quickly dies
down. At the exit of the straight section (downstream of the i
bend), you have a little periodic _uildup of the liquid thickness
at the bottom, but re_lly no evidence of a wave or a suxge that is
_ beiAl_"blown along. There does seem to be a very thin liquid film !
at the top of the tube, however. Really, though, it's not enough
of a thickness to think in term_ of an annular film, but there is
some liquid activity -- a very thin film at the top of the tube.
We'ze now at 6C percent quality. There's not much difference
between 60 percent and 50 percent from what I can see (entering the
bend). After the bend you notice what appears to be a wetting of
p
the top of the tube. It almost looks as though it is covered by a
spray at the top of the tube. About 12 inches downstream of the
tube, you don't see much evidence of that same spraying or wetting
of the top of the tube. It appears as though the stratified liquid
at the bottom of the tube, exiting from the bend, is flatter than
at l_wer qualities. You see some evidence of waviness from the
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| other side as it enters the bend, but it appears as though there's
i_I' _ such a high vapor velocity that we have very high frequency, small
i
amplitude waves at the interface. With the naked eye, you really
can't tell too much about what's happening at the interface. It
definitely ne ds o b slowed down by some high-speed ph tc_ aphy.
l
! Something that does seem to be clearly evident now is that there is
,i a thin-liquid film at the top of the tube. This is evideL_t even
Itl beyond the region where the top of the tube appears to be wetted by
m
a spray. I can look 3 to 5 feet down from the exit of the bend and
still see evidence of that thin film at the top of the tube, which
indicates an annular type flow. Yet, one must say that it is a
very thin film at the top of the tube (especially compared with the
_. liquid layer at the bottom of the tube).
_ Some high-speed films were just taken at this condition (60 percent
quality). It looked as though the camera was at an angle of about
• 15 degrees to the tube's horizontal midplane, with the lens located
about 2 feet away, so the result is that the view is slightly
downward upon the liquid at the bottom of the tube. One possible
advantage of that is that on( might see a good bit more of the wavy
action on that interface. The disadvantage of that view is that
one can't get a very accurate indication of the thickness of the
liquid film flowing along the tube bottom.
The quality has now been changed to 80 percent, and I must say that
there is not a grea# change from that at 60 percent. Actually, it
appears as though it's a stratified flow, but there is wetting at
• the top of the tube right after the bend, and also continued
_" wetting downstream of the bend. But again, the amount of liquid
,_ that's in the top portion is really very littl.:; It's Just enough
of a film to wet the top of the tithe. Ther_ might be a little bit
of rippling of that film at the top, but not much. It is Just
_i enough rippling to allow me tc _-e that it is an annular type flow.
._ There's not much differ_.:;ue in the flow before the bend and after
L
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C. the bend. There does seem to be e little more intermittently of
the wave pattern about 6 feet downstream of the bend, that is about
where the photographs are taken. I'll now take a look right a_ the
exit of the straight section (following the bend) to see whether i
there is evidence of an annular film there. Well, there's no doubt i
about it, there is evidence of an annular type film at the top of i
t
the tube even at the test section exit. In fact, it's more evident I
'
here than it was at the - oh say, about a foot downstream of the i
bend. Again, the film is still thin but there seems to be more _ i
' ' i
evidence of such a film at this quality. Possibly, it's because
the a shearing action of the vapor which may be depositing droplets
about the periphery of the tube.
t
$
It's April 16. We're beginning our KC135 tests. We're just on our
way up now, and we'll be conducting our test_ at a number of dif-
ferent qualities, and I'll announce a quality and a parabola number
before each of our photographic runs, and will also b_ talking into .
this recorder concerning general observations for all of the
different parabolas. Anything that is of interest, I'll try and t
put on the recorder.
One thing we notice in going up to the 33,000 ft. level (the
i apparatus has been operating at 20 percent and 5 percent quality) i_is that Just because of the angle of inclination in the climb, the _"
lflow in the upstream side preceding the bend is definitely wavy )
slug, but after the bend (that is going downhill), it's very i
clearly a stratified t) flo_. There Is some small, v-ry slight
evidence of a liquid film moving up toward the top of the tube, but
pretty much it's a stratified flow. (Excitement mounting in
background) In the slug type flow (upstream of the bend) it looks
as though the portions of the pure liquid (slugs) are about 6 to 8
inches in length, separated by vapor (segments, plugs) that are ot
variable length, n_aybe as short as 6 inches but up to about 18
inches.
L
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C} Now, we seem to be in level flight, but on the upstream side of the
flow, we have more of a stratified flow, and, after _he bend, we
have a kind of slug flow. One possibility is that we are slowing
down, or perhaps the aircraft may be nosed slightly downward. At
this point, however, I see essentially the reverse of what the flow
has been like during the climb in the straight sections preceding
and following the bend.
We're going into the 2-g portion now of our zero g, and there is
zero g. Oh, it looks as though there's a bubble type flow and
small slugs. Oh, there is quite a change in the flow pattern!
There are elongated bubbles - it looks as though the bubbles - oh
yes! - they are Taylor bubbles moving right thrc,l_h the center of
the flow channel. We]', there is similar type behavior after the
bend -- very long vapor bubbles, Taylor bubbles. Preceding the _
bend, it seems to be more turbulent. (Here loud peals of laughter
and excitement almost drown out the dictating voice.)
We're going into the 3rd parabola. We're now in zero-gravity.
There are small Taylor bubbles initially (much laughter), small
Taylor bubbles on the downstream side; _uch longer ones on the
: other side of the flow channel. Now they're much mote elongated
into the - - A H H ! ! It seems as though there's a development (a
i developing flcw) during the zero-gravity period. We start out with
small Taylor bubbles, and coalescences processes lead to th_
!
: (development of) larger, much longer Taylor bubbles.
We're going to be running at 10 percent quality now in these (3)
parabolas coming up. It looks like we're going into the high-g
portion for this second set of parabolas. I notice stratified flow
after the bend, still a wavy, somewhat slug type flow on the other
side.
C_
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We're now in zero-gravity. W e 1 I, again a similar t-,_e behavior
_ on this side (downstream of the bend) - much - oh, many more small
bubbles this time, yes, a bubble type flow; not too many Taylor
bubbles at all, again centering toward the middle of the channel.
I Going into the second parabola now - (lots of static and voices
calling back and forth - (a very loud "STAND BY") - stratified,
wavy flow more cn the upstream side than the downstream side.
Starting to pull the g's - slug flow on the other side (much noise
and loud voices make it difficult to hear), more of a stratified
flow on this side. Quite a difference - QUITE A DIFFERENCE!
between the two sides. Now in zero-gravity. There is a bubble
_! type flow along the center of the channel, both on this side and
the upstream side. (But there is) Pretty much an annular type flow
- a thick annular type flow at the exit, and, it appears (as more
time elapses in the zero-gravity state) as though there is a
_} developing flow - bubble coalescences along the way (along the tube
• axis).
Zero-g again - there almost seems to be a frothy "annular flow
entering the bend. Regarding the influence of the bend, it seems
, though it's less frothy on this side (downstream of the bend).
"q
There's a change to distributed bubbles once you get about 6 feet
from the bend, and then a redevelopment into an annular elongated
_ bubble flow. I _less it's more of an annular type flow (after
b
continuing to focus upon it).
t
._ In the level flight condition now, it seems as though there's a
-_ slug type flow on both sides. Almost a case of stratified flow on
one side and a slug flow on the other. Ahhhh - right now, the slug
type flow is on this side, and the stratified type flow on the
other side (upstream of the bend).
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O We're going to be running at 15 percent quality for this next set
of three parabolas. Before we g_ "_ the new operati_q condition,
there is an observation I'd like to make _t this point regarding
the flow patterns I just observed at 10% quality. It seemed as
though there were annular flows (not merely Taylor bubbles) i
separated by liquid segments that were filled with smaller bubbles, !
which were, in turn, followed by annular flows. In other words,
there ks an alternating sequence of a classical annular flow '
pattern followed by a liquid region mixed with some bubbles,
followed in turn by another annular flow pattern. This would
I
appear to be analogous to a slug type flow condition where one has , i
liquid slugs alternating with vapor slugs (or plugs), except that
under one-_ravity conditions, the vapor slug is near the top of the
tube.
We're going to be running three more parabolas at 15 percent
qu&lity shortly. We're going into the high-g portion of this first
parabola, slug type flow of very long vapor lengths on the other
side - pretty much stratified flow on this side though. Its not
really a slug type flow - it's more like the development'of waves
that are bridging acros_ the tube diameter.
Now we're in zero-gravity. On this side, we're getting quite a I_;.
bubble type flow. By the end of the test section, it's developed
into an annular flow. Not too much a case of vapor-liquid-vapor
(as I described foe the 10 percent quality zero-gravity flow
patterns). We're going into the high-g portion again, a wavy type
flow on the other side, stratified on this side. Long pause - Up
into zero-gravity. (Loud voice - STAND BY FOR PIC_JRESI). Still
developing, still developing - still developing! On the other
side, a bubble flow but (developing into) annular flow, since the
bubbles are going toward the center of the tube (and have
coalesced). Not so much liquid-vapor-liquid-vapor as with the 10
percent quality cases. There is a rapid transition to a stratified
type flow once we get down (i.e. leave the zero-gravity condition).
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We're now going into the high-g portion of the 3rd parabola - still
the same conditions, 15 percent quality. A wavy type flow on the
a
other side, stratified on this side. (REN's voice clear in
background). Now in zero-gravity -- stratified flow developing i
into a wavy flow, and then, the vapor is centered toward the middle
of the channel. Vapor is along the center, (now a) bubble flow,
still a bubble flow, and then an annular type flow -- a similar !
type flow pattern (to that seen in the previous parabola}. Maybe i
the most interesting part at this quality was to see the fairly
rapid development from a stratified flow (high-g condition} to a i _
wavy flow, and then under zero-gravity conditions for the vapor I
j _-
gets distributed along the center of the channel, changing into a
classical annular flow pattern (though the thickness of the annular
liquid film may be larger than that typically observed in vertical
annular flows, since annular flow under zero-gravity conditions
existed here at only 15 percent quality).
i We're at 20 percent on these parabolas comirfg up. For the first
one - we'll just make observations, and then the second one, we'll
take the films.
We're going into the high-g portion of it now. We started out with
less wave development in the flow. We're evidently going down now.
And Just in going down, you can see the difference in the flow
patterns between one side (of the flow loop) and the other --
stratified in the tube going "downhill" (upstream of the bend} and
a wavy type flow tube going "uphill" (downstream of the bend}. Now
we're going into the climb - stratified on both sides, it looks as
though there is some wave development on the other side. Yes,
there is still some wave development on the other side -- little
surges going along the tube and developing like a surfer's wave,
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though the flow on this side is pretty much stratified as we're
Q approaching zero-gravity! Now, we're going into zero-gravity, the
flow is stratified, stratified. Now we're in zero-gravity. Now
there are bubble streams near the center, and then the development
of annular flow! It looks as though it's annular flow, and there
is no separation of the annular like flow by an all-liquid region,
that is, no liquid-annular flow-liquid alternating pattern, but
pretty much a continuous annular flow.
; Now we're into the high-g portion. There is flow on the other side
(Interchange of voices - Ya! - this one.) It's wavy on the other
side, but there is not so much waviness on this side.
OK, we're into zero-gravity again and waiting for the flow to
develop (before taking high speed photos). (Voice from background
- THERE IT GOES!) Wow, that was a nice annular flow, fully
developed annular flow, basically!
( In the next parabola, I'm going to concentrate on what's happening
thru the bend, to see if there's any difference before and after
the bend. (Lot's of voice interchange in background) It's wavy on
the other side, with surfing type waves moving downstream about 18
inches apart. Now it's zero-gravity. It's taking awhile for the j
chan_jes to occur - look's as though it annular before the bend;
annular after the bend. There may be a little bit thinning out (of
the liquid annulus), and a slowing down of the vapor core as it
moves along, but not too much, really. It looks as though it is a
pretty nice annular flow.
We're going up in quality now. It looks as though there's
beginning to develop Just the slightest trace of a film up at the
top of the tube. We're going to be going up to 30 percent quality
now. We'll see what the difference is. One thing I should mention
before going on is that in annular flow, it seems as though the
t.
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spacing between the small waves or the ripples is larger than under
one-gravity conditions. Also, the amplitude is a little bit
larger. There are not real fine, closely spaced ripples, but they
are spread out more (or spaced farther apart) over the length of
the tube.
Alright! We're going into the 2-g portion of the 30 percent
quality condition now. Looks like we have still the wavy type flow
on the other side and very little waviness (pretty much a
stratified flow) on this side. We're now in zero-gravity. There
is channeling of the vapor through the center and a more clearly
evident annular type coring pretty much all the way (through the
entire transparent portion of the flow loop). The only difference
between flow from the bend exit and that further downstream is that
there might be some small differences in the nature of the annular
flow (e.g. small differences in the wavy structure or patterns at
the liquid-vapor core interface). (R. Niggemann yells something
about holding the camera on this side, OK - someone yells out -
( OK!) On the next parabola coming up we'll take some high speed
photographs.
There is wavy flow on this side and stratified flow on the other.
As we go into the 2-g period, it's more like a stratified flow. On
the other side, it's stratified, with a little bit of waviness. On
this side, it's stratified. We're coming into the zero-gravity
period. We'll wait a little while (before taking the high speed
photos) - OK - HERE WE GOIII OK - gol
It seems as though, from my vantage point, that there's perhaps a
little bit more irregularity to the annular film at the exit of the
bend. One then appears to have a smoothing out of the annular
film along the length of the flow channel, so that by the time the
camera is reached, it's really a well developed, nicely developed
annular flow. That time, I tried to notice the change that took
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O place from the 2-g period to the zero-gravity period, and I could
see the liquid climbing up to the top of the tube, climbing up the
wall, in other words (during that transition period).
We're now in zero-gravity again. (Laughter & voice interchanges)
Actually, there's not too much difference (from the observations in
the two previous parabolas). There is just a pure annular type
flow. That does it for 30 percent quality. From my observations
with the naked eye, there's not a great deal of difference between
the zero-gravity flows at 20 percent and 30 percent quality.
I Basically, it's only a matter of the liquid film being a little
thinner (at the higher quality).
I Now we're going into 40 percent quality operating condition.
There's a noticeably different (smaller) liquid level. There is
some waviness, but there is not enough depth of liquid to allow the
waves that are formed to bridge the tube. There is stratified flow
on this side, though! It has a wavy interface. It seems as though
- _i the vapor is moving fast enough to.perhaps shear away those waves -
and possibly generate some dropletz close to the interface. We're
into the zero-gravity period now. WOW! - There's a very quick
change to annular flow. It looks very much the same -- Once more,
it's a very definite, pronounced annular flow. Not a great
difference -- (from the previous annular flows at 20 and 30 percent
quality) pure annular flow!
This is now the high-g portion - same type
of behavior (as observed in the first 2-g period). An occasional,
frothy being blown through, but it's essentially a wavy, stratified
= flow.
_i We're now entering the second zero-gravity period. Zero-g -
_i switching - GOi! Annular flow --- all the way(! Now the third
; zero-gravity period. Another zero-gravity. (Long pause) Annular
I flow all the way!
_ L."
!
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(-_ We're at 60 percent quality now. There is stratified flow on this|
. side (Background talking and exchanges - HOW ABOUT NOW?? --- says
he wants to turn this one on into the parabola a little ways. "OK"
=
is the response.) "They coming on now, Ed." (Southern accent
statement translates to "The new zero-gravity condition is about toI
begin.") Oh, yeah. "NOW!" (Counting - 16, 17 'rest lost with
,l
• background noise.'"
_Y It's an annular type flow. There are small ripples on the inner '
• surface, but then there are also some larger, more widely spaced,
regularly spaced, waves on that annular.
There's evidence of the annular film up at the top of the tube (now
in one-gravity to 1.8g conditions), so you'd have to say it's a
semiannular type flow. But the thickness of that film at the top
is not significant compared to what it is in zero-gravity. (Long
pause - onset of zero-gravity conditions -- much static, noise) -
Annular flow - all the way!! It almost seems as though there are
waves or bands spaced on the order of inches apart (or as close as
an inch apart), along with all the smaller amplitude, more closely I
spaced ripples along the interface.
On into the high-g portion, and even at the highest-g condition, I •
can still observe that semiannular flow pattern (that is a
stratified liquid flow along the tube bottom, but with a thin
annular liquid film along the top portion of the tube wall).
We're again into zero-gravity. There's a very rapid transition to
a different (zero-gravity) type of flow. It's annular right away.
It looks as though those bands are about two inches apart. It's a
very well developed annular flow at the exit section of the
transparent length.
L_
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We're going to be going up to 80 percent quality. Under normal
conditions, it's fairly easy to see the thin film at the top
portion of the tube. It has to be classified as a semiannular
flow, but it's easier to see that film up at the top (than at 60
percent quality). Alright! Ready to go with an 80 percent run.
It's semiannular. (We going to do this on the first one, or
second? First? - OK.) (Pause - voices in background re camera
positioning). !
}
i
Well, even at the exit section, it's easy to see a semiannular film i
i
a thin film up at the top. We're now into the high-g! I don't see
much of a film up at the top now. I guess I do see a slight trace
of it. Yes, I do. It's still semiannular. Now going into the
zero-gravity period! (Loud voice - GET READY ON THE CAMERAI!
GOltl)
It still seems to be an annular type flow. It's difficult to see f
whether there might be dispersed flow in the center. It sure seems
• to be an (conventional, classical) annular type flow. There are :_
much smaller ripples along the interface now"-- Much smaller than "
at the lower qualities. Well, I don't know exactly what the _.
implications of that are, but it seems as though whatever ripples
occur on the surface are of small amplitude, and they're spaced -_
closer together !
!
We're going into the zero-gravity portion again. There's a pretty i
!
very rapid change! I don't notice those (larger amplitude) bands i
that existed at 60 percent. Well (after closer observation), I
guess there is some evidence of the bands yet, but in general, the
interface has smaller ripples than at lower quality levels. One
thing I have to say is that the system seems to be pretty steady.
There are no instabilities associated with this system operation.
The two-phase flow seems to be a continuous type flow. There isn't
a flow reduction and the_ a speeding up of the flow, or anything
like that. It Just seems to be a quite steady flow, I (must) say.
C
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Ci Into the zero-gravity period again! Annular flow all the way! I
don't, again, see evidence of a dispersed type flowl Very
Interestingl
Alright, we're essentially finished. We've gone up to the highest
uality (80 percent), and now we're going back down to 5 percent •
because some digital data was not taken. Also, we're going to go
back to 5 percent, because we think that fluid-mechanics wise the
change in the flow that occurs from the _ravity condition to
zero-gravity is most dramatic.
Now we're getting ready for the 5 percent run. It's well, almost a
slug type flow -- Call it a semi-slug flow. There are some waves
bridging the gap, and there are some liquid slugs that eventually
form. Now we're going into the zero-gravity portion and there are
bubbles - bubbles developing into these slugs - Yes, Taylor bubbles
- and long Taylor bubbles n_ar the tube exit. Very interesting! I
think it is the most dramatic flow pattern changel
Now, we're in between the zero-gravity periods - One goes from a
wavy flow (upstream of the bend} to a stratified flow (downstream
of the bend) -- although looking at the other side, again, I see a r
slug type flowI On this side - a stratified flow! Very j
Interestingl! Definitely a slug flow on the other side (upstream
of the bend) and on this side, a stratified flow! I don't know
I
whether that is the influence of the bend or not. Now, we're into
zero-gravity. We have some small bubbles flowing through liquid !
type slugs,- also distinct, larger Taylor bubbles. I see the long
Taylor bubbles catching up to the smaller bubbles! Yes, there are
i
a lot of small bubbles in the wake of, that is the wakes of the
Taylor bubbles. The Taylor bubbles (some of them) seem to
accelerate and catch up to the more slowly moving, smaller
spherical bubbles.
C-.
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_t We're into the next zerc-_ravity portion. Oh, definitely the
Taylor bubbles just move along faster and gobble up the smaller
ones. Oh, yes! So there's definitely a developing flow -
developing flow. Well, I think that concludes the running that's
going to be done today, and :'d have to say, the results, the
observations have been very, very interesting. And much is as I
had preconceived the flow patterns to be and the transitions of the
flow patterns to be, especially in the (predominant) tendency
toward an annular type flow. Also, another interesting aspect wes
the development (and growth) of core centered Taylor bubbles. A
developing flow pattern was observed that essentially involves the
coalescence of bubbles, not so much the coalescence of many small,
individual bubbles, but the accumulation (or "absorption") of the
smaller bubbles by the larger (faster moving) Taylor bubbles which
are centered in the channel core.
Well, that's it, I'll Just sign off for now. This ends the first
series of the KC135 tests. We're scheduled to run again tomorrow
(Friday).
Alright! It's now Friday, April 17. We're on our way up to
conduct the second series of tests. Today, we'll start at the high
qualities and work downward. We'll start at 80 percent and work
down to 10 percent, omitting the 5 percent runs.
Alright! We're at 80 percent quality in level flight now at
semiannular flow. Now, we're going into the high-g portion for the
first parabola. We're still in high-g. (Pause) Now, we're into
low-g. Annular flow all the way, Just like yesterday! Just a
nice, regular, annular flow all the way from the beginning of the
bend to afterwards, and it's the same on the other side. (Pause)
I think we're about to go into the second parabola now! This is
the high-g portion. And into the low-g! (Stand by on the camera -
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HERE WE GO00001) It's goodl! Ahhhh - It's still a similar type
C_ flow - I think I noticed bands, periodic bands, spaced a couple of
inches apart or so (maybe a little bit more) traveling down the
tube as we have the same annular type flow as in other high quality
zero-gravity periods.
Ready for the third zero-gravlty period hOWl No photographs taken
of this third one - we did take some of the second. (Pause -
Pause) "Hey, Bob"? "Yeahhh"? "Why do we need the light"? Now,
we're in the zero-gravity portion. If one tries to follow the
flow, one can see those bands, kind of like a couple of inches
apart. Annular flow on both sides just as before - (WHOOPSI! - in
background) That should do it for the 80 percent runs.
We're down at 60 percent quality ncw, in level flight. It looks as
though it's still a semiannular type flow, except that there does
seem to be a noticeably thicker layer of liquid at the bottom and a
little bit of waviness evident, especially on the side preceding
the bend.
Alright! We're going to go into the high-g portion of this now.
Alright, we're about into zero-gravity howl (Much noise) Annular
flow all the way! The bands seems to be about 2 to 4 inches apart. _
There's a nice steady annular flow all throughout the test sectionl
Alrightl We're into the second parabola hOWl (OK! NOt/l from
background with much noisel) oJO!
No drastically different behavior (from the first zero-gravity
period) Alright, we're getting ready to go into the thirdJ
(WHOOPEEI!!) Now _ don't know whether it's my imagination or not
that the bands I've have been referrin_ to seem to be spread out a
little bit more in the zero-gravlty flow. Well - I don't know
®
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- whether I can say that exactly, because under zero-g_avity, one has
O a_ annular flow, but under a one-gravlty condition (for the same
flow), one would have a semiannular flow, with Just a very thin
film o_ liquid near the top, so there is no such thing as being
spaced further apart in the zero-gravity condition. The
zero-gravity condition is the zero-gravity condition! But again, i
in comparing the zero-gravity flow pattern to that at one-gravity,
it does seem as though the liquid, being more uniformly distributed
about the periphery of the tube, has more apparent waviness at the
interface. The waves seem to be of larger height compared to the
very fine ripply type structure in the one-gravity co-,dition when
I the film is up near the top of the tube. But superimposed up on
all that waviness at the interface are these, Oh, I refer to them
as wavy bands, th t se m to be moving downstream, spaced about 2 to
4 inches apart. With the naked eye, one can see ;hem Just by
moving one's head at the same velocity as the bands are moving down
the tube. It should be interesting to observe them on the
high-spe_d photos to get a closer look at exactly how they appear
( in a slowed down state. Now, we'll be going into the 50 percent
, quality flows. It looks as though under normal-g conditions, _e
have the liquid near the bottom - still of a trace of an annular
film up at the top and some waviness in the bottom flow. It looks
: as though we're going into the first zero-gravity parabola - well -
I guess I was wrong. High-g, right now! I think we're about ready
for the zero-gravity. We're now in zero-gravity.
The bands on the other side appear to be about 4 inches apart, on
this side pretty much the same. It's actually a complicated
structure, but again, an annular type flow throughout. Alright -
going into the second zero-gzavity Period, but we'll take some
-I films this time. Col - Go Aheadl
I
Those bands seem to be the same as before. They're more obvious on
the other side -- I think maybe it's Just the perspective.
L_.
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We're coming up on the third zero-gravity parabola. There we are.
C_ I'll try to ta' a look at the flow on this side. It's an annular
flow throughout -- not much difference (with the previous two
parabolas). I see the bands better now. They do seem to be about
the same as on the other side. It interesting whenever you have 1
the transition back to the high-g, those bands do seem to
disappear! One has a thinner fi3m and the more closely spaced !
waves of sm&ller magnitude as we _o to the higher g condition.
Alright, those were all for 50 percent quality. Now, we will De
d
going down to, I believe, 40 percent. I'll check on that. :_
Evidently, we're going down to 30 percent quality -30 percent next.
Alright! At this new condition of 30 percent quality, there's !_
still a trace of liquid up at the top, but it's more obvious that
the liquid at the bottom is thicker, wavier, and, in fact, waves
I
begin to roll up - surfing type waves is the way I would describe
them - and they reach ultimately - well, it looks as though they
just about reach the top of the tube, by the time we enter the
( bend. On this downstream side, I do not notice those waves rolling
up. The difference might be due to a slight inclination in the
plane's path, but, definitely, there's no rolling of waves and wave
buildup on the downstream side of the bend. On the upstream side,
there definitely is. The waves, as they build up, as they roll and
build u_, might be viewed as surges of liquld, and you can see such
surges coming out of the bend. The overall effect seems to be that
the bel:d destroys that wave or surge and the waviness has to beg_n
again. Upon closer observation though, such waves do not begin to
roll up again in this downstream portion of the tube.
±
Alright, we're going into the high-g portion of the first i
trajectory for this 30 percent quality. We're now in the
zero-gravity Portion. Annular, annular. Doesn't seem as those we
have the same bands, it almost beems as though the annular £io_ is
a collection of bubbles. There is not a series of bands coming
down the tube now, or I should lay, a series of bands rolling along
t the tube length. Alright, we're getti:,g ready to _c into the
second parabola now!
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That's goodl That's very good!! Well, the bands are less
pronounced as I reported earlier. Still an annular flow, and I
don't think that there's any doubt that it is an annular flow. It
does give a different appearance though from the annular flow at 50
percent.
Alright - into the third parabola! Well, the entire interface is
ripply, yes, some evidence of what I call _'those bands," but it's
just not as pronounced. That finishes the 30 percent quality.
Next stop will be 20 percent.
Now, this next set is going to be a 20 percent quality. A!r±ght,
we're about to go into zero-gravity for this first parabola. An
annular type flow exists. You can seo some traces of bubbles. At
least on the other side, I did -- not much. It's basically an
annular flow with a noticeably thicker film around the periphery of
the tube.
Alright, we're coming up onto the, the second parabola now.
Alright, we're into this second parabola. Alright, same general
observations. I'm trying to detect any evidence of bubbles in the
/
middle of the flow. I don't see too much e_idence of that. There
does seem to be intermittent type of flow through the central core,
which may be what progresses into these bands, or the band
movement, that I reported at the higher qualities.
!
We are taking photographs at this quality, this range of quality,
at 2,000 frames per second, anticipating that since it is an
annular type flow, we'll be able to use that higher speed to look
at the details of the flow. We weren't anticipating that we would
have so much annular flcw, and I think for that flow condition
these higher camera speeds are an advantage.
.
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_} Alright, we're in the third zero-gravity portion. One can see
small bubbles, traces of small bubbles, in the liquid layer around
the periphery. It's an annular flow all the way through the test
section). Alright, the next run is going to be at 15 percent.
In level flight, the waves are rolling up and building. It seems
as though the high waves are now spaced about 2 to 3 feet apart,
whereas whenever we first had these waves building up, we wouldn't
have one building up until the entrance of the curved section. But
now, we have quite a bit of build up. Again, I notice, there's not
the same (extent of) build up on the downstream side of the bend.
Some wavir _s and rippling effect is occurring in the fluid at the
bottom, but no build up of waves.
!
Well, we're about ready to go into the zero-gravity portion of this
percent quality - flow now. Alright here it is! Still, an 415
annular type flow for the most part! We seem to have a rolling i
effect within that annular flow - definitely annular though. This
next one coming up will be the one we take the photographs on -
I'll try to observe the differences between the upstream side of
the bend and the downstream side.
Alright, we're about ready to go into the second parabola. It's
an annular flow all the way -- on both sides. I don't see much
evidence of bubbles in the flow.
Alright, here we come into the third parabola. There's a quick
transition into an annular type flow. There is some evidence of
bubbles within the noticeably thicker liquid annulus now. Not much
of a change, well, there's not too much of a change between the
flow on the other side and this side. At least I didn't seem to
i
!
I
!
l
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_. see a great deal of change. What I thought was a change (from the
flow upstream of the bend and downstream of the bend), apparently
was the result of coming out of the zero-gravlty portion. Just
about the time I thought I was able to discern some difference, it
turned out we definitely came back to the high-g condition.
We've had a power failure now, and the system's shut down, so it'll
be awhile before we get started up again•
We're at this 10 percent flow condition right now (level flight,
one-gravity conditions) after this power shutdown. On the other
side, it seems as though there's a definite slug type flow -- slugs
of liquid separated by mostly vapor with a little bit of liquid at
the bottom of the (predominantly) vapor portion. However, on the
other side of the bend, that is coming out of the bend, we have a
stratified type flow, no evidence of the slugs at all! So, I don't
know exactly how to explain that. My explanation would be that the
all-liquid portion in the other side is "smoothed out" in a sense,
C
so that once the flow gets past the bend we have a continuous layer
of liquid at the bottom -- no slugs.
Now, we're running the zero g portion. And now we have small _
bubbles, Taylor type bubbles, moving down the center of the tube _ _
with relative motion (among them). It looks as though the larger
ones are catching up with the smaller ones, definitelyl By the !
time we get down to the exit of the straight test section following I
the bend, we have quite long Taylor bubbles. Additionally, it
should be mentioned that at the beginning of the zero-gravity
portion, the vapor slugs are relatively small. So it does scem as
!though there is a coalescence process - a development (or increase
!
in length) of the vapor slugs along the length of the flow channel. I
)
This also implies a flow that changes and develops in time from the
initiation of the zero-gravity period.
C
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C_ Alright, we're into the second parabola now. There is fairly rapid
transition from that slug type flow into the Taylor bubble type
flow. It almost seems - well, we have some very, very long bubbles
coming out of the bend. It's an annular type flow. Very strange;
from an annular type flow exiting the bend into very irregular
Taylor type bubbles. They're not smooth - their interfaces are not
smooth. And this seems to be consistent with the observations
yesterday in which we seemed to have annular flow with a vapor core
diameter varying with length; that is, we had a large vapor core
tapering d_wn to a smaller vapor core and then going back upward
again to the larger size.
i
We're coming into the third (parabola) now. We'll see what happens
in this case. We seem to have an annular flow on the other side,
an annular flow exiting - well we don't have evidence of those
Taylor bubbles (now). Well, some evidence, some evidence. Yes -
well, it looks as though we're right in that transition region
(away) from that quality range in which we know we will have a
definite annular type flow. We've finished'the filming portions of
i the trajectories, and now we're going into the 40 percent quality '!
regime with the idea being to make system operational changes, so I i
may not be reporting much during these trajectories. _
J Well, that concludes the test series. We've gone through the
i
system changes. So now, the next step is to relisten to all that's
on this recorder and piece it all together with all the i
photographic information and other data that we have. So, that's I!
it for April, the 17th. I
f
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The D-tYl_ uthod for the pressure drop through the 1010 bend [1]
0
= ApLO 1+ 1_- 11 1¥ y) ¨vz (B101 - B101
Where
AP - Pressure drop across the bend
APDO - Pressu_ drop for liquid phase flowing with the total mass flux
(liquid and vapor) across the bend
* L GZ
m _fm o mD
D 2 p;
v - Specific volume
G - Mass Velocity
y = Quality
p_ - Liquid density
B101 - 1 + [Bg0 - 1] • _0.
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i fB = Blasius' frictio:,factor 0.3164/(Rei) 0"25
i Rel - Raynold number for liqu_d phase flowing with the total mass flu_
L/D - See F_g_re 2
r - See Fi_tre 2
d - Sea F_gttra 2
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The C-type method for the 45° m4ter bends:
u r - (z-y)zULO(X 
dÌ _'x__)
Whe_
IP£O - Pressuredrop fo_ the Iicl_dflowing alone wlt._the total mass
flux through the head.
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_ Chisholm METHOD (1973)
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HT3I METHOD
O I _, , i i
Cg = function (y, g, Df,/Ov, lot. , Gt].
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7
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HOMOGENEOUSMETHOD
: Homogeneous Void Fraction
- _y/(_y + (t-y)_v)
Pm : HomogeneousDensity
= (ylpv+ (I"Y_)'_
Um : HomcleneousViscosity
= _ (i-_)(i+ 2.5_)+ _v_
Rem = GtD/_m
(,
I. - t(R%)
" gcpmDi
Beattlo, D.P. and P.S, Whalley, Xnt, J. Multi-Phase 710u, Vo_ 8,
NO. 1, pp 83"87. 1982.
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Leckhart-Mar_ine!li _ETHOD
,- C_ Re_ - Di Gt (I-Y)/u£
Re - Di Gt g/uv
I v i
• , .,
IF Rez > 1500 and Rev > 1500 'i
_._o.x.(*--__''(°_)''(_,, ¢)'_ ]
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"-" _:< ............... r1[
ORIGINAL PAG'E IS 156 :._
Oili_)ORQUALITY
_" --_-_
Ig7 4 -a
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157
I
C
.... L _ _ /_t.
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0
bf, L,,L
_o._, pi_. _-t-?_-, 11'_'4)
(
× - C i'_ _,,.-_ ) _ _.,..-,:,.ro0,....Z_e,,,-_,oo
X ._[ __4_.,_-Y.-,-_) °--'-
!.
g
dP\ 2 ?
"'-/"TT)?' for X > 100 "(_ .
exp for 0.01 <X < i00
_== [ =xp[a.cxp(a, lnX)] forX_;O.Ol (5)
¢)- .. ¢xp [==¢xp (=, I- _ for X • 100.
Table I. Valueorr,==,,_,,_,,_. (_)._,s ,0I1_1
kJ.rd 0£ L'2m,_
Reg> 21oo ItaL> 2'too Re_ 21oo It_,_ ;Moo Re_) 2'too RaL._ 2'_oo Re; _ z_oo, R,L4' 21oo
a0 1.aa22)kaO_lk1 1.2a_76k1_2)82 1.,_a,Z)a,O822&g8 9,79_,20(Y,.°_28) • 10"I
mI h.9_12&l_kbOQ" 10-1 5._97.57&S._gc_&-101 _..q_ 18383t,bZT§ •10"'1 _.S6b:,7722C09;. 10"1
m2 _.8_,37U)06)99_.10 -2 6.6_&2_0_8.10 -2 6..q_r_,Sb._: _32 •10"2 g.627_3020_,12_. 10°2
i) -I. 3._612616610._.10"3 ._._736q6621&lO. 10°) .&. q07"_06c_76_-_,•10"3 -&. _067_1621,373r,• 10"3
a k "J,.7._69057_260.10 "a -._.O026&_k 1090.10 -_ -5 •_T_-_? q_Y) O" _O"a -1 ._,7_25_75799- _0"3
e_ 5.1,.65Z_?079_'). I0 "_ 1.2 _ _,¢_,Ok •10''_ 1.)8_'t)5_:7(,9. _0"k 7.77_n_'_368_0 • _0"_
0. '-1,-iS 0. _JOl_ O. =,760 0.9960
a 8 '1_8,_8 _l.'P) _9._lS )O;'.Z7
19 -1. _W, -_._ -_.26_ -I.781
[15] Tm_iem_/L md _ L/_. _kcm. iPv_¢. 1_:3
13(3)
t
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_ FILM LOG
NASA-JSC Approximate
Roll Number Dat_...!e Sho_.t Su_H_bb4ect Tt_e Filan Speed (fps_ *
Ground Test
$87-012 5/7 1 15Z !0:49:00 1000
2 20Z 10:55:00 1000
3 30Z 11:01:00 2000
4 50X 11:23:00 3000
5 60Z 11:28:00 3000
6 80Z 11:35:00 5000
Reduced Gravity Flight Test
$87-002 4/16 1 5g 12:40:40 400
4/Io 2 Condenser 13:46:09 400
4/16 3 30Z 13:29:02 I000
$87-003 4/16 I 15g 13:08:38 1000
2 60Z 13:46:33 3000
3 8CZ 13:56:25 5000
['_ " $87-004 4/16 1 20g _3:19:18 1000
2 40Z 13:38:10 2000
$87-005 4/17 1 Condenser 48
4/16 2 Condenser 13:55:00 400
S87-006 4/17 1 log 12:07:01 1000
4/16 2 log 12:52:09 400
i $87-007 4/17 1 80Z 11:01:48 5000
, 4/17 2 60g 11:11:03 3000
t 4/17 3 50g 11:19:46 3000
4/17 4 30g 11:28:44 2000
4/17 5 20g 11:37:56 1000
4/17 6 15g 11:46:52 1000
g Evaporator Exit Quality in Percent
* Frames Per Second
To obtain a copy of the films, see Reference 2.
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